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In this thesis we focus our research on constructing two new types of Fontaine 
sheaves, A ^ ^ and Amax in the third chapter and the fourth one respectively and in 
proving some of their main properties, most important the localization over small 
affines. This pair of new sheaves plays a crucial role in generalizing a comparison 
isomorphism theorem of Faltings for the ramified case. 
In the first chapter we introduce the concept of p-adic Galois representation and 
provide and analyze some examples. 
The second chapter is an overview of the Fontaine Theory. We define the concept 
of semi-linear representation and study the period rings introduced by Fontaine while 
understanding their importance in classifying the p-adic Galois representations. 
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Introduction 
The general aim of this thesis is to study p-adic local Galois representations. More 
precisely let us fix a prime integer p > 0, a finite extension K of Qp, an algebraic 
closure of K, K and let us denote by GK the Galois group of K over K. Then a p-
adic representation of GK is a finite dimensional Qp-vector space V on which GK acts 
linearly and continuously. In chapter 1 we give an alternative way of thinking about 
these objects as well as many examples of such representations coming from algebraic 
geometry. 
The category of p-adic representations of GK which we denote RepQp ((?/<-) has a 
filtration by sub-categories as follows: 
R e p $ { G k ) C RepQp(GK) C Repg(<?*) C RepgpT(G*) C RepQp(G*), 
where the upper-scripts cris, st, dR, HT refer to-crystalline, semi-stable, de Rham and 
Hodge-Tate representations. These are defined using Fontaine's rings BCIiS, 2?st, BdR, £?HT 
and the respective functors: Dcris, Ds t , A I R , £>HT-
The Fontaine rings and functors are described in chapter 2, where many examples 
of representations and their images under Fontaine's functors are given. We should 
point out that these examples are known and we only worked out some of the details 
of the respective calculations. In fact "the comparison isomorphisms", i.e. theorems 
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comparing p-adic etale cohomology of the geometric generic fiber of a smooth, proper, 
connected scheme X over K to other cohomology theories associated to X allows one 
to decide the nature of the GK representations Hlt(Xj<, Qp). The cohomology theories 
we refer to are: the Hodge cohomology of X, the de Rham cohomology of X, the log 
crystalline cohomology of the special fiber of a semi-stable, proper model of X over 
OK (if X has semi-stable reduction) or the crystalline cohomology of the special fiber 
of a smooth proper model of X over OK (if X has good reduction). For example a 
consequence of the crystalline comparison isomorphism is that if X has good reduction 
over OK then Hlt(Xj^, Qp) is a crystalline representation for all i > 0. The comparison 
isomorphisms (for trivial coefficients) are stated in chapter 2. 
Recently, in [All], a new proof of the crystalline comparison isomorphism (with 
non-trivial coefficients) for smooth, proper connected schemes X over K with good 
reduction was given in the case K is unramified over Qp. Our work is an attempt to 
generalize these results for the case when the ramification degree oiK is larger then 1. 
For this we use Faltings's topology Xk associated to X and a smooth, proper model 
of it and construct new Fontaine sheaves of rings on this topology. The definition of 
Faltings's topology, which is a Grothendieck topology, is recalled in chapter 3. More-
over, for all n > 1 we construct in chapter 3 a family of sheaves on X-^, (A^ax n)„>i 
and in chapter 4 the family of sheaves (AmaX)n)„>i. We also study the properties of 
these sheaves of rings in these chapters. For the moment we have only constructed 
these sheaves in the case K unramified over Qp but it is possible to construct them 
even in the case when K is ramified. These rings will be used in sequel-work to define 
a Riemann-Hilbert correspondence between p-adic locally constant sheaves on X and 
F-isocrystals on the special fiber of the fixed smooth model of X over OK-
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Chapter 1 
^-Adic Galois representations 
Let QP C Qp C Cp = Qp and put G := Gal(Qp/Qp). 
Definition 1.0.1. A p-adic representation of G is a finite dimensional Qp-vector space 
V, with a continuous linear action p : G —» Aut(V). By continuity one understands 
that the action map: 
G x V ->• V sending (a, r>) av 
is continuous. The category of such representations is denoted RepQp (G). 
To better understand the notion of continuity of p choose a basis e := {ei,e2, —,ej} 
of V. For any a e G we have that: 
aei = Y,l<j<daji(a)ej-
Consider now the matrix A(a) := (a^(a)) £ GLd(QP) (A(a) is invertible since a e G). 
We then have a non-canonical isomorphism of groups: Aut(V) = GLd(Qp) via the map 
a —> A(o). Via the above isomorphism one extends the action 
G —> Aut(V) —> GL<t(Qp) and we still denote it p. One obtains: 
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p : G GLd(Qp); p{a) = A(a). 
On one hand note that GLD(QP) C QF and since the latest is a topological space 
with the product topology induced by the p-adic metric on Qp, one can endow GLd(Qp) 
with the subspace topology. 
On the other hand, G = Gal(Qp/Qp) is a profinite topological group. We obtain 
that p is a map between topological groups and so the notion of continuity is clear, p is 
a continuous homomorphism. We have that for cr, r G G, p(ra) = p(ro<j) = p(r) • p(a) 
where the latest product is the multiplication of matrices in GLd(Qp). 
If V is a finite dimensional Qp-vector space of basis {e} then define pe{o) € GLd(Qp) 
such that ae = pe(cr)e. Remark that the map p = pe depends on the basis e of V: if e' 
is another basis, e = M • e' for some M 6 GL^Qp) (the change of basis matrix), then 
pe,(a) = Mpe(a)M~1 (*) 
since ae = a(Me') = Mae' = Mpe> (a)e' = Mpe>(a)M~1 (for the second equality 
one uses the fact that M e GLd(Qp) and that a\Qp — id). 
We say that pe and pe> are conjugate. More precisely, two continuous homomor-
phisms of topological groups p,p':G-¥ GLd(<Qp) are equivalent p ~ // if there exists 
an invertible matrix M such that for every a € G the equation (*) holds. One can 
easily see that " ~ " is an equivalence relation. 
We have an equivalence between the following sets: 
{V | V is a p-adic representation}/ iso^^, {p :G —» GLd(Qp) \ p is a continuous 
homomorphism}/ ~ (**) 
We've just seen the implication from left to right while vice-versa, we can associate 
to every continuous homomorphism p the vector space V = Q j and define the G-
action on V' as: ax = p(a){xi,x2,—jXdY for a € G and x. = (xi,ar2, ...,xdy G V'. 
Now, if we start with a p-adic representation V with the continuous action p, we get a 
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new p-adic representation V' according to the above construction. We need to prove 
that V = V' as G-representations in other words that there exists an isomorphism 
/ : V —» V , Qp-linear such that f(cTV) = of(v) for every a G G and every v € V (i.e. 
/ is G-equivariant). For this, we choose / to be the application sending the basis e = 
{ei,..., ed} into the canonical basis of Qp i.e. f(e i) = (1,0, ...,0), / (e2) = (0,1, ...,0), 
etc. 
In this way we obtain an equivalent definition of the p-adic representations. 
R e m a r k 1.0.2. If K is afinite field extension of Qp one works similarly for Gal(Qp/K). 
Also note that if p : G —> GLd(Qp) is continuous then Im(p) is compact since G is 
compact. It is known that GLd(ljp) is a maximal compact subgroup of GLd(Qp) and 
that any other maximal compact subgroup of GLd(Qp) is conjugate to GLd(Zp). It 




where i: GLd(Iip) —> GLd(Qp) is the inclusion map. 
Consider now the vector space V, of finite dimension d, with its continuous 
linear G-action and denote by {e} a basis of it. Let L be the free Zp-submodule of V 
generated by e, so we have that L C V and oL C L possibly after conjugating p for 
all a e G. Since L = Z* we have that L <g>Zp Qp = V and LfpL = so one gets a 
representation of G on a Fp-vector space, namely L/pL. 
We analyze now some examples of p-adic representations. 
1.1 The Tate module of Gm 
Definition 1.1.1. Gm is the algebraic group defined by the set A1 — {0} with the 
multiplication map m : (A1 - {0}) x (A1 - {0}) A1 - {0} and inverse i : A1 - {0} 
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A1 — {0} defined by m(x, y) = xy and i(x) = x'1 respectively. (Recall that a variety 
A is an algebraic group if one has morphisms m : A x A —> A and i : A —> A which 
make the points of A into an abelian group). 
Denote by Gm[p"](Qp) the subgroup of pn-torsion points over Qp. We have that 
<Gmbn](Qp) = /V(QP)> w h e r e Atp-(Qp) := / V = {x € QP | xp" = 1} is the group of 
p"-th roots of unity in Qp. 
Via this remark, Gm[pn](Qp) is a free Z/p"Z-module of rank 1. In order to prove 
this, fix a primitive pn-th root of unity, say Then every element a € npn can be 
uniquely written as a = for some j € Z/pnZ and {C} is a basis of /zpn. Then, 
since Z/p^Z = //pn as abelian groups via the map sending j —» o n e defines the 
Z/pnZ-module structure on fipn via the action j *C 
Now, G acts on as follows: for every a € G and e € /ipn one has that o(e) £ 
since 
(a(e)r = a ( e O =*( ! ) = ! 
and (ipn becomes a G-representation. Since a is an automorphism and C is primitive 
then also <r(C) is primitive so cr(C) G ppn — /ipn-i, cr(C) = C with a„ G (Z/pnZ)*. 
Hence we get a (continuous) homomorphism of groups: 
Xn:G->(Z/pnZ)* 
defined by Xn(cr) = aa such that a(C) = (a°-
In order to prove that Xn is continuous, note that since the topology of (Z/pnZ)* 
is discrete, it is enough to check that ker(xn) is open. We have that ker(Xn) = {c € 
G | XnW) = 1} = W £ G | a(C) = C> = Gal(®p/QP(C)) and since 
Gal(Qp/Qp)/Gal(Qp/Qp(0) = Gal(Qp(()/QP) 
we obtain that ker(xn) is of finite index. Since it is also closed, it follows that it is 
open ([Ro], 3.3). 
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One defines now the Tate module of Gm, TpGm: 
TpGm — Tpfi := £m/zp» = {(a0,Q;i,...) | a* e /ip« and af+1 = a:,, Vi > 0} 
where the projective limit is taking with respect to the Frobenius morphism: /ipi+i —» 
Hpi sending a —» ap . 
Since is a free Z/pnZ-module of rank 1 we have that Tp/i is a free Zp-module of 
rank 1 and consequently TpGm is a free Zp-module of rank 1, a generator for example 
being e = (1, Ci, C2, •••) where Ci is a primitive pl-th root of unity and £f+1 = Q. One 
obtains that TPn = Zpe and we have an action of G on Tp/i given by: 
<r(a0, ori,,..) = (oa0,oai,...). 
In particular, oe = (al^^a^,...) = ( l X f ^ X F ^ , - ) -
Recall that Xi : G —> (Z/plZ)*. These maps are compatible i.e. the diagram: 
G * (Z/pl"Z)* 
X p {z/Pi+1zy 
is commutative, hence we get a (continuous) homomorphism: 
called the Cyclotomic character. Note that x is continuous since it is a projective 
limit of continuous maps. 
Then a(e) = := x{°) e ( w e write the action additively, it is a convention) and 
we have that: 
Tpp = Zpe = Zp(l) = Zp 
where by Zp(l) we mean Zp with G-action given by ax = x(a)x for <7 € G and x £ Zp. 
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1.2 The Tate module of an Elliptic Curve 
Let E/Wp be an ordinary elliptic curve (i.e. p\ap~ 1 +p — #E(Fp)) and consider the 
subgroup of p"-torsion points over Fp: 
E\pn](fp) S Zp/P»Zp 
which is a free Zp/pnZp-module of rank 1 (see [Sil, Corollary 6.4]). 
Denote by G&p the absolute Galois group of Fp i.e. Gal{Fp/Fp). Let's look at the 
action of Gfp on £[pn](Fp): if P 6 £[pn](Fp), then since \pn]P = 0, we have that 
\pn](aP) = a(\pn]P) = a( 0) = 0 
for every a 6 GVP-
As in the previous section, one defines the Tate module of E as: 
TPE := £m E\pn] (Fp) Zp/pnZp = Zp 
which is a free Zp-module of rank 1. And as before, one has a continuous action of 
Gfp, call it <pE • GVf GLi{Zp) s* Z*p. 
Note that we have a continuous surjection G = Gal{Qp/Qp) —» Gfp and so, by 
composing it with ^ we get a continuous homomorphism, ipE: 
(PE : G Z* given by ax = ipE{iT)X. 
Further denote by Zp(cpE) := TPE = Zp together with its G action. 
Consider now the following exact sequence: 
0 I - 4 G GWp 0. 
where I = Gal(Qp/Qpnr) is the inertia group. Remark that <pE is unramified since 
for any 7 G I we have that ipE(l) = 1 (by definition a character is unramified if it is 
trivial on the inertia group). 
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Note that for the cyclotomic character x G —K Z*, which is totally ramified we 
have a factorization: 
0 •*G = Gal(Qp/Qp) GWp ^ 0 
Goi(QP(CP»)/QP) 
We have that for all a € G, at — and therefore x(a) = 1 <=> = e. From 
this it follows that ker(x) = Gal(Qp/Qp(CP°°))• So we get an isomorphism: 
X : Gal(Qp(CP~)/QP) Z 
In general, if <p : G —»• Z* is a continuous character, let's denote by T := ZP(<p) the 
G-representation defined as previously by Zp with the G-action ax = cp(a)x. If we want 
continuous unramified representations then we use the fact that Gfp = Z = ^mZ/nZ 
which is a pro-cyclic group generated by the Frobenius automorphism Fr : Fp —> ¥p 
sending x —» xp hence <p is determined by <p(Fr). 
Finally, define V := T <g>Zp Qp =: Qp(cp) = Qp with the G-action given by ax = 
tp(a)x, with x E Qp. 
1.3 Further examples 
As previously denote by G = Gai(Qp/Qp) and remark that if if is a finite field exten-
sion of Qp one works similarly for Gal(Qp/K). 
1.3.1 Dimension one representations. 
For this case the p-adic representations correspond to characters. We've seen in the sec-
tion 1.1 the cyclotomic character, x '• G Z*. This corresponds to the 1-dimensional 
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representation: 
Qp(l) = Qp(x) = Qp as vector space, with action given by a * x — x(o")^> x 6 Qp. 
We have that Qp(l) = Zp(l) ®Zp Qp = £m//pn <g>Zp Qp. 
For n G Z one defines the 1-dimensional representation: 
Qp(n) = Qp(x") = QP as vector space, with action given by a* x = ~xn(a)x. 
where x" : G —> Z* is also a cyclotomic character and Xn{a) = (x(°"))n-
Remark now that if xp : G Z* is any continuous character then one defines 
similarly: 
Qp(ip) = Qp as vector space, with G-action: a*x = if>(cr)x, x G Qp. 
Recall (from section 1.2) that xf> is unramified if for every a € I ==> ip(<j) = 1. We 
have that tp factors as ip : G/I GFp and moreover G/I = GFp = Z = (Fr). So, if 
one wants an unramified character it is enough to determine its value on the Frobenius 
automorphism Fr, tp(Fr) = a € Z*. We will then have ip(Fra) = aa so ip will be 
completely determined. 
1.3.2 Dimension two representations. 
Let p: G —• GL2(QP) be a continuous homomorphism. Further, let E/Qp be an elliptic 
curve and consider its Tate module: 
TpE:=^mE\pn](Qp). 
Since char(Qp) = 0, following [Sil, Prop. 7.1, Chapter 3] we have that TpE is a free 
Zp-module of rank 2. 
Consider now Ve := TPE ®%v Qp which is a 2-dimensional representation over 
Qp. From the equivalence of sets (**) from the first paragraph, VE corresponds to a 
continuous homomorphism pE -G —> GL2(QP). We have that the determinant of this 
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map is the cyclotomic character, det(p£) = x• To see this, take the composition of the 
following maps: 
which one denotes detpE : G —» Q*. Clearly detpE is a continuous character. It follows 
that Qp (detpe) is 1-dimensional. 
Note that we have the Weil pairing (bilinear, alternating, non-degenerate, Galois 
invariant (see [Sil, §8, Chapter 3])): 
<, >: £[p»] x E\pn] fipn 
so we get a map (by using the universal property of the exterior product): 
Vb A Vg —> Qp(l) 
sending x Ay {x,y) and obtain that Qp(DETPE) = VE A VE — QP(1) = QP(x) since 
dimQpQp(detpE) = dimQpQp(l). 
Case 1. Suppose that E/<QP is a Tate curve i.e. that the valuation of its j-invariant 
is negative, v(j(E)) < 0. Following [Si2, Theorem 5.3 (Tate), Chapter 5], this is 
equivalent to the case when E has split multiplicative reduction. Moreover, via [Si2, 
Theorem 5.3(a) (Tate), Chapter 5] there exists a unique qE G Qp with \qE\ < 1 such 
that E is isomorphic over Qp with Eqe := Q*/g|, where qE := {qE \ n € Z} is a 
discrete subgroup of Q*. qE is called the Tate period. The quotient Eqs := Q*/g| is 
an abelian group which admits a natural structure of G-module via the action on Q*. 
So one has the isomorphism of G-modules: 
E(Qp)=Q;/q% 
and one further obtains that: 
£ [ P " ] ( Q P ) = { [ * ] E Qp/qE I = [ 1 ] } -
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Note that if € ppn — (i.e. is primitive p"-th root of unity) then so is 
(C(7l))S 0<I<PN. Moreover, put := <IE" = "TOE SO ( ^ N ) ) P " = qE € gf and one 
obtains 
£ [ p " ] « y = { ( C ^ f a & V ' , 0 < i < Pn> 0 < 3 < Pn} 
which is isomorphic to a free Z/pnZ-module of rank 2 with basis 
Remark that for every a € G, we have a(C(n)) = (C(n))*(cr) and o(q{^) = g£}(C(7l))°" 
for some aa 6 Z/p"Z. 
Fix now the basis C^}- We then get a map: 
/ 
pE,n • G G L 2 ( Z / P " Z ) sending a -> 
1 0 
Xn(<7) 
Recall that TPE := ^m£ ,[pn](Qp) and that VE := TPE ®Zp Qp. By passing now to the 
limit we obtain a map: 
/ 
PE '.G-+ GL2(ZP) C GL2(Qp) sending a 
1 0 
a<r x(o-) 
We also have that aa determines a map a : G• Zp sending a aa. 
\ 
Proposition 1.3.1. aa is a 1-cocycle (i.e. aaT = aa + a* aT for <T,T € G). 
Proof. On one hand, by using the definition we have that (err) (<7^) = • 
On the other hand, 
(ar)(q^) = a(r(q^)) 
= *(<4nV((c(n))°T) 
We obtain that aaT = aa + aTx{o) = a„ 4- o * aT (where * is the action of G on Qp(l)). 
• 
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Remark 1.3.2. One can also show that aa is a 1-cocycle by using the fact that pE is 
a group homomorphism. For cr, r G G, pE(ar) = PE{C)PE(T) is equivalent to 
/ _ \ / \ / 0 
AN X(<T) 
and hence aor = aa + 






One can easily prove that the following sequence:. 
0 — — A" 
is an exact sequence of G-modules where <p(l) := = 0 and Vteg0) = 1. 
By taking now projective limit and after tensoring with Qp over Zp one obtains the 
exact sequence of G-modules: 
0 — Q p O O - ^ v , E 0 (*). 
This further induce a long exact sequence of group cohomology: 
Q P ( I ) ( VE H\G,<QP{\)) 
where <5(1) = [a], a being our Kummer cocycle determined by the fact that o{q$) — 
<&n)(c(n))a". 
Moreover, = Q^(QP/QP) = Qp and we claim that QP(1)G = 0 and also Vf = 0. 
Firstly, take an element x € QP(1)G = Qp(x)G hence ax — x and ax = for 
any a € G. By choosing now a £ G such that X ( a ) ^ 1 we obtain that QP(1)G = 0. 
We've seen that the elements q ^ and C ^ form a basis of i?[pn](<Q>p) so that a 
basis of TPE is given by e := ^ and / := q^. This allows us to compute 
explicitly the Galois action on TPE. For a G G we then have: 
ae = \pnna({M)=x(<T)e 
and 
af = ^mn a(qP) = Jm <W)- = / + a„e. 
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We also obtain that {e;, / ' } is a basis of VE where e' := e <g> 1 and / ' :— f <S> 1 and 
moreover that of' = f + aae' and ere' = x(a)e'- By using a similar type of argument 
as in the proof of QP(1)G = 0 one also has that VE = 0. 
One obtains that the sequence (**) becomes: 
0 »- QP — ^ Hl(G, QP(1)) -
and that further (*) is non-split as an extension of representations of G. Note that 
Vg = 0 is equivalent to a non-splitting of (*) since if (*) would have split then we 
would have had that Qp VE. 
Moreover, if K is a p-adic field and E/K is an elliptic curve with split multiplicative 
reduction then following [BC, Example 2.2.4] one can show that (*) is non-split as a 
sequence of Qp-representations of Gk> for all finite extensions K'fK inside K. 
Case 2. Assume that E/Qp is an elliptic curve with good ordinary reduction at p 
i.e. E/Fp is an elliptic curve and p\ap := 1 + p — #£ , /F p (where E is the reduction 
curve). Following [Sil, Theorem 7.4, Chapter 4] and [Sil, Theorem 3.5, Chapter 5], 
this is equivalent to saying that the formal group of E, E has height 1. Via [Sil, 
Proposition 2.1, Chapter 7] we have an exact sequence: 
0 E(Qp) E(QP) — E(Fp) 0 
hence: 
0 >Z?[p"](Qp) - £ [ p n ] ( 0 p ) — E\pn)(tp) -0. 
Let's remark now that E\pn](Fp) = for tp : G Z* unramified character 
(char(Fp) = p and I acts trivially on Fp). v 
By taking now projective limits we obtain: 
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0 *TPE *TpE—t+TpE >0 (**) 
Zp(¥>) ZPW) 
Denote by {ei} a basis of TPE over Zp and complete it to a basis {ei,e2} of TPE 
over Zp such that f(e2) = 1 where {1} is the basis of ZP(ip) (remark that rankZpTpE = 
rankzpTpE = 1 and that rankzpTpE = 2). For cr G G we clearly have that: 
ae 1 = <p(a)ei. (1) 
We want to compute now ae2. 
Apply / and on one hand we obtain: /(ae2) = crf(e2) = a l = ip(a) • 1 = ip{o). 
On the other hand, f(ip(a)e2) = tp((r)f(e2) = ^(o). 
One obtains that f(ae2 — ip(a)e2) = 0 hence ae2 — ip(a)e2 G ker(f) which is a 
subgroup of TPE and so ae2 — ip(cr)e2 = aae 1 for some aa G Zp. 
It follows that: oe2 — aae\ + ip(a)e2. (2) 
From (1) and (2) we obtain that the matrix of o in the basis {ei,e2} is : 
hence det(pE(^)) = x(cr) = 'lP(<J)iP(<J)- Consequently one obtains that: ip(cr) = 
X(CT)-0 _ 1 (<J ) and further we can write: 
After tensoring (**) with Qp over Zp (same procedure as in the Case 1) one obtains 





{e\, e2) being a Qp-basis of VE, where e\ := e\ <8> 1 and e'2 := e2 <g> 1. 
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Case 3. Suppose that E/Qp is an elliptic curve with good supersingular reduction 
at p i.e. p | ap := 1 + p - #E/Fp. 
In this case we have no general formula for pE but as in the previous cases, 
det(/>E (cr)) = x(°") f ° r a n Y o Z G . 
In this case, since there are no p-power points of the reduction curve, we have that 
TpE = 0 and so, from the exact sequence 
we obtain that TPE = TPE. Following [Sil, Theorem 3.1 (v), Chapter 5], the height 
is also irreducible. 
We have that VE = TPE ®zp Qp is an irreducible representation i.e. for o € G: 
where aa, ba, ca, da £ Zp. 
Also note that the exact sequence of group-cohomology doesn't give us any infor-
mation. 
However, an important result is obtained by using Tate's Theorem (see [Ta, The-
orem 3, Corollary 2] or [II, Theorem 2.2.15]), namely that TPE <2>Zp Cp = Cp © Cp( l) . 
We also have this isomorphism for elliptic curves in the Case 1 or Case 2 and we will 
prove this in the next chapter, Proposition 2.1.14. 
Remark 1.3.3. If E/Qp is an elliptic curve with additive reduction (i.e. E/¥p has 
a cusp), after a change of basis the reduction type becomes good (i.e. E/F p is an 
elliptic curve) or semi-stable (multiplicative reduction (i.e. E / ¥ p has a node))) (see 
[Sil, Proposition 5.4]). 
Remark 1.3.4. A more general example than the ones analyzed in subsections 1.3.1 
and 1.3.2 is the etale cohomology. 
0 *TPE ^ TPE TPE = 0 
of the formal group E associated to E is 2. Since TPE is irreducible we get that TPE 
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Suppose that K is a finite extension of Qp. If X is a proper and smooth variety 
over K, then the etale cohomology Hi t(Xjf, Qp) is ap-adic representation, where X ^ = 
X XspecK SpecK. The etale cohomology was the motivation for the study of the p-
adic representations and Fontaine was the one who succeeded in constructing a functor 
relating the etale and the crystalline cohomologies of a p-divisible group. The existence 
of this functor was conjectured by Grothendieck in 1970. 
Since Hlit(Xw,Qp) = Z/pnZ)) ®Zp Qp> one needs first to understand 
Hjt(X^, Z/p"Z) for i > 0. 
If X is a curve of genus g over K (i.e. a smooth, projective, irreducible algebraic 
variety of dimension 1), then following [12, Theorem 2.10.5] and [Mil, Proposition 
14.2], one obtains that: 
= 
/ipn(K) = Tp(npoo) ^ Zp, i=0 
•Jm Jac{X)w\pn] = Tp{Jac(Xw)), i=l 
i=2 jPI 
0, i > 3. 
and so, after tensoring with Qp over Zp, one further obtains that: 
H\t{x^qP) = 
Q P , 1 = 0 ; 
Vp(Jac(Xj()), i=l; 
QP, i—2; 
0, _ • i > 3. 
Remark that Hlt(X^,Qp) = Vp(Jac(X-^)) and hence a Qp- representation of di-
mension 2g. Consequently, if g = 1 (i.e. if X is an elliptic curve and hence the Jacobian 
Jac(X) = X following [Si2, Proposition 2.6, Chapter 2]) we recover the example 1.3.2. 
Moreover, from the above description it is clear that the examples analyzed in subsec-




We've seen in the previous chapter that Algebraic Geometry provides interesting 
p-adic representations of G = Gal(Qp/Qp) i.e. continuous representations of G on 
finite dimensional Qp-vector spaces V. 
Fontaine constructed period rings Cp, jBht, #cris, Bst, Bdr in [Fol] and [Fo2], which 
are topological Qp-algebras with an action of G and some additional structures com-
patible with this action (for example: Frobenius v?, a filtration Fil, a monodromy 
operator N and a differential operator d) and using them was able to describe p-adic 
G-representations in terms of semi-linear data. 
2.1 Hodge-Tate theory. 
1) We will first analyse what happens when we tensor a p-adic representation of GK 
with CP. 
Definition 2.1.1. Let V <E RepQp(G). Then V is Hodge-Tate (HT) if we have an 
isomorphism as Cp-modules with (semi-linear) G^-action 
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V <2>qp C p = ® i = 1 Cp(ni) 
where d = dimQpV. The numbers Hi, 1 < i < d are called Hodge-Tate numbers 
(and are not necessarily distinct). 
For example Qp(n) € RepQp(G) is HT since Qp(n) Cp = Cp(n). 
We have the following central result which is known under the name "Hodge-Tate 
comparison isomorphism" 
Theorem 2.1.2 (Fa2, Chapter 3, Theorem 4.1). Let X the a smooth, proper, geomet-
rically connected scheme over K. Then for alii > 0 we have a canonical isomorphism 
as <Cp-modules with (semi-linear) Gk-action 
Hit(Xw, Qp) ®Qp Cp = ®a+b=i(Ha(X, Qbx/K) ®K Cp(-b)) 
The theorem 2.1.2 has the following consequence: 
Corollary 2.1.3. If X is a smooth, proper geometrically connected scheme over K, 
then for every i > 0, the p-adic GK-representations Hlt(X^,Qp) are Hodge-Tate, with 
Hodge-Tate numbers given by the Betti numbers of the base change of X to the complex 
numbers. 
The theorem 2.1.2 is a deep result but corollary 2.1.3 can in some examples be 
deduced using elementary methods. We will examine such examples in the next section. 
2.1.1 Elementary examples 
Firstly we will focus on classifying the representations ps G —» GLn(Qp). In or-
der to do this, it is easier to consider representations over Cp which is complete and 
algebraically closed: 
Qp c Qp c Cp = QP 
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Definition 2.1.4. A Cp-representation of G is a finite dimensional Cp-vector space W 
equipped with a continuous semilinear G-action G x W —» W (i.e. a(ax) = a(a)a(x) 
for all a G Cp, x G W, a G G). 
We denote by Repc,, (G) the category whose objects are <Cp-representations of G 
and if V, W are two such, a morphism / : V —» W is a <Cp-linear map which satisfies 
f(av) = af(v) for any a G G and v G V. 
If V is a Qp-representation of G then W — V <S>Qp C p is an object of Repcp (G). We 
will mostly work with representations arising in this way. 
Let now e := {ei,e2, ...,en} be a <Cp-basis of W. For any a G G we can uniquely 
write: 
ere,- = Z]i<j<n aii{°)ej f° r all 0 < i < n. 
Consider now A(a) : = (oj j (a)) G GLn(Cp) (A(cr) is invertible since a G G). Then 
we get a continuous map A : G —> GLn(Cp) defined by a —»• A(a). 
Remark 2.1.5. One works similarly if one replaces Qp with a p-adic field K (i.e. a 
field of characteristic zero, complete with respect to a fixed discrete valuation, having 
a perfect residue field k of characteristic p> 0). Then one has 
Q p G K c K c € K = f 
and one denotes by GK Gal{K/K). 
Proposition 2.1.6. Suppose {e} is a basis ofW. Then: 
a) Ae defined as above is a 1-cocycle; 
b) If one further choose another basis {/} ofW then Ae and Af are cohomologous 
i.e. there exists a matrix M G GLn(Cp) such that Ae(a) — a{M)Aj{o)M~l. 
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Proof, a) Let O,T € G. For every x € W one obtains: 





and hence Ae(ar) = o(Ae(r))Ae(o) i.e. Ae is a 1-cocycle; 
b) If { /} is another basis of W, by letting M to be the change of basis matrix, we 
have that e — M • f and hence: 
ere = a(Mf) = o{M)af = a(M)Af{o)f = {o{M)Af{o)M~1)e. 
• 
On the other hand, ere = Ae(o)e and one obtains Ae(o) = a(M)Af(a)M~1 (twisted 
conjugation). 
Definition 2.1.7. Two cocycles A,B are cohomologous if A(a) = a(M)B(a)M~1. 
Note that being cohomologous is an equivalence relation; denote it 
Definition 2.1.8. HUiG.GL^Cp)) = {cocycles}/ 
Also remark that if n > 1 then GLn(Cp) is not abelian hence H^^G,GLn(Cp)) 
is not a group, just a pointed set. However, H^^G, GLn(Cp)) classifies the n-
dimensional semilinear continuous representations of G up to isomorphism. We have 
a bijection between the following sets: 
{W | W is a Cp-representation of G}/<- -> H^G, GLn(Cp)) 
given by: ( W e ) Ae 
and WA A 
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where WA = Cp as a Cp-vector space, with semilinear action of G given by the 
multiplication of A. More concretely, we have the following: 
Proposition 2.1.9.'[A] = [B] € HlC(mt{G,GLn{Cp)) & WA = WB as semilinear 
G-representations. 
Proof. (<=) Take M the matrix of the isomorphism in the canonical basis. The claim 
follows. 
(=•) If A ~ B then let M G GLn{Cp) such that A(a) = o(M)B{o)M~l for every 
o E G. Let {e} be a basis of WA such that ae = A(a)e and {/} be a basis of WB such 
that ere = B{a)e. 
Define V : WA -> WB such that ip{e) = M f . 
Obviously ip is an isomorphism of Cp-vector spaces. We need to show that it 
commutes with the action of G. 
Indeed, we have that: 









Let us now examine some easy applications of the above. 
Suppose that (p : G —> Z* is a continuous character. We take V := Qp(<p) and 
extend scalars to Cp by defining: 
W := V Cp := CP(<p). 
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Note that CP(<p) = Cp as a vector space with a continuous semilinear action: 
ax = (p(a)a(x). Note also that since Z* C C* = GZq(Cp), we can think of (p as 
(p : G GZa(Cp). In this way, (p is a 1-cocycle. 
One question arises, namely, what does it mean that CP((p) = Cp as semilinear 
^-representations? 
Following Proposition 2.1.9, CP(ip) = Cp as semilinear G-representations if and 
only if [<p] = [1] £ H^^G, GLi (Cp)) (note that the cocycle corresponding to Cp is 
1 : G Cp defined by 1(a) = 1 for any a 6 G). 
Moreover, [<p] = [1] £ Hlmt(G, GIi(Cp)) there exists 7 £ C* such that <p(a) = 
a(7)l(a)7 _ 1 . We've obtained: 
CP(<p)= Cp in Repcp(G) such that <p(a) = a(7b-1 Va 6 G. 
In other words, CP(<p) = Cp in RepCp(G) 37 £ C* such that <p(a) = ^ for any 
a £ G. 
Of crucial importance in the Fontaine Theory is the Ax-Sen-Tate Theorem (see 
[BC, Theorem 2.2.7]): 
Theorem 2.1.10 (Ax-Sen-Tate). For any p-adic field K we have that K = C^* = 
K (i.e. there are no transcendental invariants) and Cj<(r)Gl{ = 0 for r ^ 0 (i.e., 
if x £ C K and a(x) = x{a)~rxi for aU a £ GK and some r ^ O then x = 0). Abo 
HlontiGK->&K{r)) = 0 if r ^ 0 and H^^Gk^K) is 1-dimensional over K. 
More generally, if 77 : GK —> Zp is a continuous character and CK(T?) denotes CK 
with the twisted GK-action ax = rj(a)a(x) then Ck ( t ] ) G k — 0 if 7](Ik) is infinite and 
CK(V)°K ^ 1-dimensional over K if TJ(Ik) is finite. Also, H^^GK, CK(r])) = 0 if 
TJ(IK) is infinite. 
Proposi t ion 2.1.11. a) Cp(l) £ Cp as G-representations; 
b) If m n £ Z, then Cp(m) 9* Cp(n) as G-representations. 
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Proof, a) Suppose that <CP(1) = Cp as ^-representations over Cp. Then also their 
G-invariants are isomorphic i.e. Cp (1) = Cp . Following Ax-Sen-Tate theorem for 
K = Qp we obtain 0 = CG(1) = = Qp which is absurd. 
b) Suppose that Cp(m) = Cp(n) as G-representations over CP. Also, suppose that 
m > n. We then have: 
Cp(m)(—n) = Cp(n)(—n) 
hence Cp(m — n) = Cp. Again, by taking G-invariants, Ax-Sen-Tate theorem leads 
us to 0 = (m - n) = = Qp which is absurd. 
• 
Proposition 2.1.12. Let tp : G Zp be an unramified character. Then CP(ip) = Cp 
as G-representations. 
Remark 2.1.13. Firstly, note that Qp(ip) ¥ QP as G-representations. 
In order to prove this, suppose that f : Qp —)• Qp(^) is an isomorphism. Then 
/(1) = e / 0 where {e} is a basis of Qp(ip) and for any a E G we have that 
e = /(1) = f{al) = af{ 1) = ae = ^(a)a(e) = ip{o)e 
since a acts trivially on Qp. 
It follows that ip(cr) = 1 for any a 6 G and hence tp is the trivial character. So 
except for the trivial character Qp(ip) £ Qp as G-representations. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1.12 We want to prove that = Cp as G-representations, 
in other words, that Qp(t/>) is HT of HT-number zero for unramified characters (since 
QP(V0 ®qp c p s* cP(ip) = c p ) . 
We will construct an isomorphism / : Cp —» CP(V>)- By putting / ( l ) = e G Cp, we 
have: 
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e = /(1) = f ( a 1) = a / ( l ) = ae = ^(a)a(e). 
In other words, we need e € C* satisfying e = ip(a)a(e) for any a E G. 
We claim that one can consider e G (9*, where 0 := OcP is the ring of integers of 
Cp. For this, remark that for every a G I, where I = Gal(Qp/Qpr) C G is the inertia 
group, we have that ae = e = a(e) since ip(cr) = 1, ip being unramified and hence 
trivial on inertia. It follows that e G CJp = Q£r D O. 
Assume now that v(p) = 1 (otherwise one normalizes the valuation) and remark 
that OfpO — Fp. As in Chapter 1, we have that tp factors through G/I: 
1>:G/I* Goi(Fp/Fp) ^ Gal(®j*/Qp) -> Z; 
Also recall that Ga/(Fp/Fp) = (Fr) and put tp(Fr) = a G Z*. 
Let v(e) = n G Z and define e' := e/pn . For every a G G we have that a(e') = 
a(e)/pn and hence: 
a ( e 'Ma) = = p = e'. 
So a(e')tp(a) = e' and moreover ti(e') = 0. It follows that we can assume that 
e G O*. 
Following [Iw, Section 2.3], if a G G/I = Gal{Q^/Qp) it is enough to find e' G O* 
such that Fr(e')ip(Fr) = e'. 
Now, Fr—id : O —> O is surjective and since ip(Fr) = a we obtain that it is enough 
to find e' G O* such that Fr(e') = e'er1 (modpO). For this, note that Xp - a_1X is 
separable in FP[X](since D{XP — a~~lX) = —a'1 ^ 0). We apply now Hensel's Lemma 
and get: 
e 'G^m n0/pn0^6 = 0. 
In this way, we've proved that there exists an element e G Qjf, e ^ 0, such that 
Fr(e)tp(Fr) = e. We obtain that a(e)tp(a) = e for any a G G and consequently that 
we have an isomorphism of G-representations / : Cp —Cp(ip). 
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• 
As a consequence, we have that: 
WW = (<W))(x") = W ) = Cp(n). 
where ip : G Zp is unramified and x '• G —> Z* is the cyclotomic character. 
This implies that if xj) is unramified, then V := Qp(xnip) is HT. 
We move now to the elliptic curves and prove the following 
Proposition 2.1.14. Let E/Qp be an elliptic curve as in the Case 1 or Case 2 of 
1.3.2 (i.e. with good ordinary reduction or a Tate curve respectively). Then VE is HT. 
More exactly, 
VE ®qp CP*CP® Cp(l) 
as G-representations. 
Proof. We consider the exact sequence: 
0 -> QptxV'"1) VPE Qp(V0 0 
where ip is unramified if E has good ordinary reduction or trivial if E is a Tate 
curve. 
Since any Qp-algebra is flat, by tensoring with Cp over Qp, we get: 
0 Cpixi?-1) VE <8>Qp € p > Cp(V') ^ 0 
Cp(l) Cp 
where for the upper left isomorphism, one uses the fact that is also unramified 
since ip is and Proposition 2.1.12 and for the right upper only the Proposition 2.1.12. 
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And so we've obtained: 
0 *cp(i)-UvE®Qpcp-^cp—+ o (*) 
We want VE ®qp <CP = Cp © Cp(l) as G-representations. This is equivalent to 
proving that the sequence (*) is split as a sequence of G-modules. However, Cp being 
projective (since it is a vector space), (*) is split as a sequence of vector spaces and 
VE ®Qp Cp — Cp 0 Cp(l) . So firstly we find a splitting of (*) just as Cp-vector spaces. 
Define: 
s : Cp —^ VPE <8>qp Cp by s( 1) := a such that g(a) = 1. 
Remark that for every a € Cp we then have s(a) = as(1) = aa and so g(s(a)) = a. 
Consider now the element aa — a £ VE ®QP CP, a G G. Since g(aa — a) = 
g(aa) — g(a) = ag(a) — p(a) — al — 1 = 1 — 1 = 0 it follows that aa — a € ker(g) 
(note that g(aa) = ag(a) since g is a homomorphism of G-modules). 
Now, since (*) is exact one obtains that aa — a £ I m ( f ) hence aa — a = f(aa) for 
some aa 6 Cp(l). 
Define now: 
P : G Cp(l) by ft (a) = aa. 
Then is a 1-cocycle. In order to prove this, let a, r G G, apply / to /3(ar) and 
use the fact that / is injective. Concretely, we have: 
/ K T ) = f(P{<7T)) = ara - a 
= a(ra — a) + aa — a 
= af(aT) + /(a^) 
= f(aaT) + f(aa) = f(aaT + aa) 
and since / is injective we obtain that: aCT = aaT + ac i.e. /S(crr) = a/3(r) + fi(a). 
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Now, since x(-0 is infinite, following Ax-Sen-Tate's Theorem (Theorem 2.1.10) we 
have that H ^ ^ G , <CP(1)) = 0 and consequently the class \0\ = 0 G i/c1ont(G,Cp(l)). 
In other words, ft is a coboundary and so there exists an element 7 G Cp(l) such that 
/3(a) = a„ = a7 — 7 = x(<T)cr(7) ~~ 7 f° r anY <7 G G. 
Since s may not be G-equivariant, we modify now this section by letting: 
T : C P - > V E ® Q P C P ; 
<(1) := a - / ( 7 ) 
such that t is G-equivariant. 
Remark that got = lc,, since <7(i(l)) = g(a — /(7)) = <7(0:) = 1. 
Recall that { e ® l , / ® l } i s a basis of VE ®Qp Cp and since / ( l ) = e ® l we have that 
/ (7) = 7(e ® 1). Moreover, one can take a := f ® 1 and so 2(1) = / ® 1 — 7(e ® 1). 
Also recall from the previous chapter that the action of G on the basis is given by 
a(f ® 1) = / ® 1 + aae ® 1 and a(e ® 1) = x(<r)e ® 1, a G G. 
Consequently, 
ot( 1) = a ( / ® 1 - 7(e ® 1)) = / <g> 1 + aae ® 1 - a(7)x(a)e ® 1 
= / ® 1 + (x(^M7) - 7)e ® 1 - <^(7)x(or)e ® 1 = -/ ® 1 - 7(e ® 1) = i(l) 
for all a G G and so t is G-equivariant. 
We obtain that VE ®Qp Cp = Cp © Cp(l) as G-representations. 
• 
Remark 2.1.15. In general, if E/Qp is an elliptic curve, then since VE ®QP CP = 
C P ® C P ( 1 ) (by using Tate's Theorem (see [Ta, Theorem 3, Corollary 2] or [II, Theorem 
2.2.15])) it follows that VE is HT (see also Corollary 2.1.3). 
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2) Byn-
The theory of Hodge-Tate p-adic representations can be better expressed in a 
slightly different language, as follows. 
We first define the category of graded vector spaces over a field. Following [BC], 
we have: 
Definition 2.1.16. A Z-graded vector space over a field F is an F-vector space V 
equipped with direct sum decomposition ®q&zVq where Vq are F-subspaces of V. One 
also defines the q—th graded piece of D to be grq(V) = Vq. The morphisms T : V —> V' 
between graded F-vector spaces are F-linear maps that respect the grading, in other 
words T{Vq) C Vq for all q 6 Z. The category of the graded vector spaces over the 
field F is denoted Grp and if dim^V < oo one denotes by G r p j the corresponding 
subcategory. 
Definition 2.1.17. We have a covariant functor DK '• RepCji. (GK) —> GrK defined by: 
Dk(W) = ®qzz{W®CK CK{q))GK = (W®Ck (®qzzCK{Q)))G" 
which is left-exact. 
Following Serre-Tate Lemma ([BC, Lemma 2.3.1]) we have that DK takes values 
in GrFj and that D\MKDK(W) < dimCK W with equality if and only if W is HT. 
An easy application of Ax-Sen-Tate's theorem is the computation: 
DK{CK{r)) = ®qez{CK{r) ®cK CK{q))Gl< = ®gez{€K(q + r))G" = K(-r) where 
by F( r ) one denotes the F-vector space F endowed with the grading such that the 
unique non-vanishing graded component is the one in degree r, r e Z. 
Definition 2.1.18. The Hodge-Tate ring of K is the C/f-algebra Bm = ®qezCK{g), 
the multiplication being defined via the natural maps C^- (5) <8>cK 'CKW) — 'Cxiq + q')-
Remark 2.1.19. jBht is a C^-graded vector space with a C^-semi-linear G^-action 
(which respects the ring structure and the grading). 
If one chooses a basis of CK (1), one has that: 
Bht = c K\t, J] = ®qezc Ktq = e 9 6 Z c K{q) 
and the G^-action is given by a • tq = x{°)qtq-
We've used the fact that there is an isomorphism: / : CK(Q) '^CR- given by 
f(a) = tqa. Note that / is GK equivariant since for x E CK(q) and a E GK-
f(a * x) = / ( x V M * ) ) = X9(cr)/((7(x)) 
= xg(cr)tqa(x) = a • tqo(x) = a • f(x). 
Remark 2.1.20. A very important result is obtained by using Ax-Sen-Tate's theorem, 
namely that: 
(•BnT)GK = (©,«€* (g))G* = K. 
Moreover, for any W E RepCjf (GK) one has that DK(W) = ®gez(W®CKCK(q))GK = 
(W ®Ck B}IT)Gk in GrK, the grading being induced from BUT-
We introduce now the functor £>HT : RepQp ( G K ) —> GTKJ defined by: 
ARRFLO := DK(V ®Qp Ck) = (V ®Qp BHT)G«, V £ RePQp(GK), 
with grading induced by the one on BHT-
Definition 2.1.21. Let R e p m ^ ^ ) C RepQp(G/c) be the full subcategory of p-adic 
representations of GK which are HT. 
Remark 2.1.22. The functor DJJT '• RepoP(GK) GrKj defined above is faithful 
functor (see [BC, Lemma 2.4.10]) but not full. For this, let 77: GK —> Z* be any finite 
order character, 77 1. We then have: 
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Arr(Qpfa)) = (QP(V) ®QP Bht)G k 
= (Qp(v) (©gezCK(q)))G* = ©gezC/f (x9,n)GK = K(0) 
where for the last equality one uses the Ax-Sen-Tate theorem. By using the same 
theorem, we also obtain that: 
DHT(Qp) = (QP Bm)G* 
= (Qp ®Q„ (®96zCK{q)))GK = ©g€sC* (?)g* = K{0). 
It follows that £)HT(QP(»?)) = Arr(Qp) but note that there is no non-zero homo-
morphism from Qp —> Qp(?7) in RepQp(G/e)-
In order to prove this, let / : Qp —> Qp(??) be a homomorphism in RepQp {GK) and 
put /(1) := x. Then, for any a G GK, one has that: 
x = / ( l ) = /(<rl) = a • / ( l ) -a-x = rj(a)x 
so x = rj(a)x. Choose now a G GK such that rj(a) ^ 1. It follows that x = 0 so / = 0. 
• 
One proceeds further in refining the category RepHT^ie) Q Rep{jp ((?/<-) to a cate-
gory that includes all representations coming from geometry. One also needs to refine 
the target semi-linear algebra category GTKJ to a richer one. For this, one introduces 
the filtered modules: 
Definition 2.1.23. A filtered module over a commutative ring R is an i?-module 
M equipped with a collection {FillM}iei of /2-submodules which is decreasing i.e. 
FilwM C FiPM for all i G Z. We say that the filtration is exhaustive if UFil*M = M 
and the filtration is separated if C\Fil%M = 0. 
For a filtered /^-module M, one defines the associated graded module: 
gr'{M) = QiiFil'M/FiP+iM). 
Similarly, if A: is a field, a filtered /c-algebra is a fc-algebra A equipped with an 
exhaustive and separated filtration {-4*} of fc-subspaces (fc-vector spaces) such that 
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Ai • Aj C Ai+j for all and 1 G A0. The associated graded algebra is gr'(A) = 
®i{Fil*A/Fili+1A). 
Remark 2.1.24. Following Definition 2.1.16, if (V, {Fil^V)}) is a filtered vector space 
over F and dim/rF < oo then the filtration is exhaustive if and only if Fil1 (V) = V for 
i <C 0 and separated if and only if Fil1 (V) = 0 for i » 0. We denote by Filp the cate-
gory of finite dimensional filtered vector spaces (V, {Fill(V)}) over F with exhaustive 
and separated filtration. Note that a morphism between two such objects is a linear 
map T:V'-*V which is filtration compatible i.e. T(Fili(V')) C FQ*{V) for all i G Z. 
The reason for introducing a new type of period ring is the following: for a smooth 
proper variety X over C, Faltings' comparison isomorphism theorem (Theorem 2.1.2) 
leads to: 
HN„ODGE(X) = ®qm-«{x,WXIK) - DHT(H»(XW,QP)) = (H?T(XY,QP) ®QP BHT)G« 
and so, in order to improve the comparison between the the etale and the graded 
Hodge cohomology via B H T (note that H^ODGE(X) is a graded K-vector space), one 
needs to replace the graded if-algebra with a filtered one, which will be called BtJR, 
such that gr'(Bd1i) = BHT. 
Also one hopes that the new functor D^R defined on RepQp(Gf/<-) with values in 
the category of filtered K- vector spaces is finer then Z?HT- We will see in Proposition 
2.2.14 that this is the situation and that one has an isomorphism of graded K- vector 
spaces: grm(BdK) = BUT-
2.2 de Rham theory 
We briefly review now the construction of BdR. For the notion of Witt vectors and 
their properties see [Se, Chapter 2, §2]. 
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Firstly, for any Fp-algebra A, one can construct an associated perfect Fp-algebra 
R(A) (see [BC, Proposition 4.2.3]): 
R(A) = 1pnA = {(xcxt,...) G n„>o A I = xi f o r a11 * ^  °> 
the inverse limit being taken with respect to the Frobenius map: Fr : A -> A 
defined by Fr(a) = op. 
Note that R(A) is perfect. For this, observe that the p — th power map on R(A) 
is surjective because if (y„)„>o G R{A) then by letting x0 := y^/p one constructs a 
compatible sequence (x„)„>0 G R{A) which maps to (yn)n>o-
It is also injective since if x = (x„)n>o G R(A) such that xp = 0 for all n > 0 then 
the compatibility condition (xp = xn-\ for any n > 1) leads to xn_i = 0 for all n > 1 
hence x = 0. 
Definition 2.2.1. Let S be a commutative Fp-algebra and let 9? : S —> S be defined 
by (p(x) = xp, x G S. 93 is an Fp-algebra homomorphism called Frobenius. We say 
that S is perfect if <p is an isomorphism. 
We will be interested in the following Fp-algebra: 
Definition 2.2.2. K{0:= R{Ow/(p)) = Ow/pOw, 
where the inverse limit is taken with respect to Frobenius. 
R e m a r k 2.2.3. is a perfect Fp-algebra in view of the above discussion though 
OK/{p) is not a perfect ring (for example (p1/p)p = 0 while p1^ ^ 0 in 0^/{p)). 
Note also that since 0-^/(p) = OcK/{p), sometimes it is more convenient to work 
with R(OcK/(p)) = TMPk) since 0<cK is p-adically separated and complete. For 
example, we have the following: 
Lemma 2.2.4. The multiplicative map of sets: 
°cK /pOCK = R{0CKJpOcK), defined by: 
(x^)n>o >-> (x^modp), with inverse given by: 
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„>o, where x^ = limrn^00x^np , for arbitrary 
lifts xi G OcK of X{ G OcK/pOcK for all i > 0, is bijective. 
Proof We have to show that the inverse map makes sense (the direct one makes sense 
and is multiplicative clearly). For this, for each n > 0 and m' >m> 0, one has that: 
= x„+m(rnodp) 
hence xZ+m,P = (modpm+1) so the sequence )m is Cauchy and so 
the limit — limrn— (^x>Xn^ .ffi makes 
sense for any n > 0 (since OcK is complete, 
the sequence )m is convergent). 
We still have to prove that the limit x ^ is independent of the choice of liftings. 
So, for any n G N let xn and xn be two liftings of xn and put xn = xn + z/n, with un G 
pOcK- Then — xZ^ = Ylk=i Since the p-adic valuation 
_7Tl , - . , . T R 
vp(Cpm) = m - vp(k) we obtain that ) > m and further that the 
limit is unique. 
• 
Remark 2.2.5. Via Lemma 2.2.4 one can identify R 11(OK) with: 
^m 0Ck = {(x(">)n | x<n> e QCk , z (n+1)P = s<n> for all n > 0} 
The laws of multiplication and addition are given by the following formulae: for 
any x,y G R and n G N, 
(xy)in) = x^y{n) 
(x + y)W = limm.4oo + 
Moreover, R is a domain. Now, one gives R a valuation by defining VR(X) = ^ ( x ^ ) 
for all x G R. One proves that VR is a valuation on R and that R is u^-adically separated 
and complete of residue field k (see [BC, Lemma 4.3.3]). 
Now, for any natural number n > 1 we have a ring homomorphism: 
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en : Wn := W n i O x / p O z ) —> Ow/pnO^ given by (s0,...,sn^) —> E S P ^ / ' 1 " -
where Sf € is a lift of s* for every i, where Wn is the ring of Witt vectors of 
length n (on O^/pO-^ valued points). 
Denote by un : Wn+i Wn the homomorphism defined by Frobenius composed 
with the truncation map. Also let vn : 0-^fpnJrX0-^ —> 0-^jpn0-^ be the truncation 
map. 
We have that for every n € N, n > 1 the following diagram is commutative: 
/n+1 {Ox/pOx) ^ Ok/p^OK 
"n Vn 
w n i O w / p O x ) Ok/p-OK 
This follows easily since: 
Vn 
By taking now the inverse limit one obtains a continuous G/r-equi variant morphism: 
6 : ^  Wu{OK/pOK) = 
Remark 2.2.6. The inverse limit of the projective system (W„(0^/p(!>^), ii„)neN is 
identified with the ring of Witt vectors 
In order to prove this, we have that the truncation maps W{O^/pO^) —» WniOj^/pO^) 
are defining a morphism between the projective systems W(Fr))„ and 
( W n { O j i / p O ^ ) , un)n where Fr : O-^jpO^ -» O-^/pOj^ is the p-power map. Since the 
Witt functor W(.) commutes with the projective limits and via Definition 2.2.2 we get 
that the first system is W(R) and consequently we have a ring homomorphism: 
W(R) ^ ^WniOx/pOx) 
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given by (s0, sx,...) ((4n)(p)> 4n)(p)> si-i(p)))neN- This is bijective with in-
verse given by ((so^sin)>-->4-i))»»€N ((•Sm+m))neN)m6N- It is also continuous with 
respect to the p-adic topology on OcK • 
Note also that the map ipn : W (R ) -4 W„(C%/pOF) defined by: 
(s0, S l,...) (4n)(p), s™(p),..., s ^ i p ) ) 
verifies the relation: if>n = un o ipn+i. 
We want an explicit formula for 9 : W ( R ) -4 OQK SO let us compute it on the 
Teichmueller lifts. For r = ( r^ ) n > 0 G R (which is sent to [r] = (r, 0,0,...) via the map 
R W (R)) , we have that: 
0([r]) = Jm 9M[r])) = JmtfB([rW(modp)]) 
= ^m(r(n))?n (modp") = r(°)(modp") = r<°>. 
and hence 0(£[c„]pn) = £ <£0)p". 
It follows that for a general Witt vector (r0,ri,...) = £[r£~n]pn, 
0((ro,n,...)) = Z 9 ( [ r C ) ) p n = £ ( r T ) ( ( V = £ r i n ) p n -
Moreover, 9 is surjective since the map r —> r ^ from R -> OcK is surjective. 
Choose now p e R such that pW = p (in other words p = (p,p1/fp,p1,/p2,...) £ R = 
^ I I I O C K s o = wP(p) = 1. Let also f := [p] — p = (p, —1,...) € W(R) and remark 
that 9(£) = 0. Moreover, following [BC, Proposition 4.4.3], ker(9) is a principal ideal 
generated by 
The ring of Witt vectors W (R) is a subring of W(i?)[^] and 9 induces a GK- equiv-
ariant surjection 9K : W(i?)[^] -> 0<CK[^) = CK and since W(i?)[^] is not complete 
one replaces it with its A;er(0^-)-adic completion, namely: 
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9K induces a natural G^-equivariant surjection : —> CK- Since is 
an integral domain and ker(dK) = ker(Q)\^ a principal maximal ideal, the localization 
ring W(JR)[^]fcer(0/f) is an integral domain (being the localization of one), with maximal 
ideal that is principal (call it I := ker(0K)'W(R)[^]ker(9K)) and moreover W(i?)[i]fcer(0K) 
is separated for the /-adic topology (see [BC, Corollary 4.4.5]) hence it is noetherian. 
Consequently (see [Al-Io, Theorem 2.3.15]) it is a discrete valuation ring hence its 
completion is a discrete valuation ring and moreover of residue field CK (for 
further details see [BC, Proposition 4.4.6]). 
One defines now the field of P-adic periods B<IR: 
Definition 2.2.7. BdR:=Frac-Bj-R. 
Remark 2.2.8. B^R is equipped with its natural GK-action and Gjf-stable filtration 
via the powers of the maximal ideal of in other words, FiPBdR is the maximal 
ideal of i ? ^ hence generated by £ and for all i 6 Z, FiPjBdR is the fractional ideal 
(FiPBtnY. 
Choose now an element e € R such that e ^ = 1, e^ 1 (hence e^ is a primitive 
pn-th root of 1) and consider the Teichmueller representant [e] e W (R) . We have that 
0([e] - l) = e(o) - 1 = 0 hence [e] - 1 <E ker{6) C ker(9jR). 
We have that (e - 1)<°> = limn(£(n) + (-l)<n>)*" = limn(CP» - l)p" (for p ± 2) and 
hence: 
VR(£ - 1) = vp((e - 1)W) = I i m ^ ^ n - 1)) = limn = ^ > 1. 
Since [e] — 1 € F i ^ B ^ we get that [e] = 1 + ([e] - 1) is a 1-unit in B£K. Moreover, 
one obtains a well defined element of B^R namely the logarithm 
* := log([e}) = log{ 1 + ([e] - 1)) = E ^ - l ) ^ 1 ^ -
Concretely, by defining sn := ELiC - 1 )***^*^* >then for m > n we have that 
- = Er,n+1(-l)fc+lMi^ e {ker(0K))*» 
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hence |sm — s n | < —> 0 in the ker(9x)-adic topology. It follows that the 
sequence (s„)„ is Cauchy and since is complete with respect to the ker(9K)~adic 
topology, we get that (s„)„ is convergent. 
Following [Fo4, Proposition 3.1] or [BC, Proposition 4.4.8], the element t = log([e]) 
is a uniformizer of We have that FillBdR=B^l<1 and moreover note that the 
action of GK on t = log([e]) is given by: 
at = alog([e}) = log(o[e]) = log([e*<">J) = log{[e]*W) = x{o)log[e] = x(<r)t. 
Consequently, 
Gr(BdK) = ©.gzGr^BdR) = ^ ©,ez€ K(i) = BHT. 
Remark 2.2.9. We also have the important relation: 
(B+k)g« = Bga« = K 
which follows by means of Ax-Sen-Tate's theorem. Concretely, we have a canonical 
G/r-equivariant embedding K B^K and by taking G^-invariants one obtains a 
natural map Since the GK action on J3dR respects the filtration we get 
an injection Gr(Bfg) M- (Gr(BdR))G* = = K hence Gr(B^) is 1-dimensional 
over K which further implies that is 1-dimensional over K. 
One further introduces the covariant functor Z)dR valued in the category of finite 
dimensional K-vector spaces VecK-
Definition 2.2.10. £>dR : RePQ>p(G*) VecK given by Dm(V) = (V <S>Qp Bm)Gx. 
Following [Fo3, Proposition 1.4.2 and Proposition 1.5.2] or [BC, Theorem 5.2.1] we 
have that d\mKDdR(V) < dimQpV. In case of equality one says that V is a de Rham 
representation. 
Let also Repq£(G#) Q RepQp(G^-) be the full subcategory of the de Rham repre-
sentations. 
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Remark 2.2.11. Note that if V € R e p Q P { G K ) then DDK{V) = (V ®QP BAK)GK has 
a natural structure of object in FilK, the category of finite dimensional filtered K-
vector spaces with exhaustive and separated filtration. For this, recall that J9dR has an 
exhaustive, separated and G^-stable A'-linear filtration Fill(BdR) = f B j R and hence 
one obtains a G^-stable K-linear filtration {V <S>QP Fif(.BdR)} on V <g>Qp Bd R which 
further induces (after taking G^-invariants) an exhaustive and separated filtration on 
A \R{V) , namely: 
Fil*DdR(V) = (V ®Qp t ' B ^ f x . 
The main result in the theory of de Rham representations is the following "de Rham 
comparison isomorphism theorem": 
Theorem 2.2.12 (T. Tsuji (T, Theorem 4.10.2), G. Faltings (Fa3, Theorem 8.1)). 
Let X be a smooth, proper geometrically connected scheme over K. Then, for every 
i > 0 we have a canonical isomorphism as BdT-vector spaces, respecting the GK-action 
and the filtrations 
HIT(XJR, Qp) <8>Qp BDR £* H*dR(X/K) ®K BdR. 
The theorem has the following 
Corollary 2.2.13. If X is a smooth, proper geometrically connected scheme over 
K then the p-adic GK-representations Hlt(Xj^, Qp) are de Rham and moreover the 
filtration on DDR(HLET(XJ<, Qp)) = H\K(X/K) is the Hodge filtration. 
In some simple examples the corollary above can be actually deduced using only 
elementary methods, which we'll examine in the next section. 
2.2.1 Examples of de Rham representations 
Example. V = Qp(n) is de Rham for all n e Z. Viewing Qp(n) as Qp with e n -
action given by x" we have that Am(QP(n)) = Kt~n so dim^DdR(F)=dimQpV = 1. 
Moreover, 
/ 
0, i> -n 
Fill(DdR(®p(n))) 
Dm{Qv{n)), i < -n 
We prove now that the de Rham representations are always Hodge-Tate while the 
equivalence holds only for the 1-dimensional case: 
Proposition 2.2.14. IfV E Repqp (GK) is a de Rham representation then V is Hodge-
Tate. Moreover, if dimQpV = 1 then V is Hodge-Tate if and only if V is de Rham. 
Proof. We prove firstly that if V is de Rham then V is Hodge-Tate. 
Note that DdK(V) = (V®QpBdR)GK and that we have the ith filtration FiPD^V) = 
(V®Qpt*B+R)G« CDdR(V). 
One can show by induction that: 
(1) dimKGr(DdR(V))=dimKDdR(V), 
where Gr(DdR(V)) = ®^zGrl(DdR(V)) = 
In order to prove this, consider the finite filtration: 
DdK(V) = FilioDdR(V) D Fil^DtR(V) 3 ... D FiP°DdR(V) = 0 
We have the exact sequence: 
0 ^Fil*°+lDdR(V) C DdR(V) ^Gr^DdR(V) - 0 hence: 
(2) d\mKDdR(V) = dimKGr^D^V) + dimK Fil^DdR(V). 
Similarly, from 0 *Filio+2DdK(V) C Fil'0+l DdR(V) ^Grio+l DdR(V) -0 , 
(2) becomes: 
dimKZ)dR(F) = dim KGrioDdR(V) + dim^Gr i o+1DdR(F) + dimK Filio+2DdR(V). 
We continue the procedure and since 
0 = FiP°DdR(V) C FiP0+1DdR(V) = Gri°+lDdR(V), we obtain that: 
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dim*DdR(V) = ©i^dimKGr^DdRCV)) . 
Now, recall that Z?HT(V) = ('V <g>Qj, B h t ) G K = (V <g>Qp (©i€zCP(T)))GK = 
= ®itz{V ®<Qp Cp(i))G« 
and that V is Hodge-Tate if and only if dimnDHx(^)=dimQp(V). 
We want to prove that if V is de Rham then V is Hodge-Tate. Consider the exact 
sequence of GK modules: 
(3) 0 — * i + 1 S d + R — C P ( i ) — 0 . 
We've used the fact that since tBfR is maximal ideal of BtR, one has: 
VB+ 
8: = = = t<+1«dR -dR 
By tensoring (3) with V and taking GK invariants we obtain: 
(V ®Qp t^B^F" >- (V ®Qp f Bd+R)G« — (V ®Qp Cp(i))G« 
c J HHGK, v ®Qp ti+1B+R) — -
i.e. 0 *Fili+1Ddn(V)—^FiPDmiV) -Gi^DHTW) 
Hence we obtain an injection: 
GI*{DIK(V)) = ^ GR^DMV)) and consequently: 
(4) Gr(DAR(V) C DHT(V). 
Recall now that dim^-DHT(^) < dimQpF and that since V is de Rham, dim/<-.DdR(V) = 
dimiQpV. By using now (1), (4) gives us: 
dimQpV = dim/f.DdR(V) = dim*:Gr(Z)dR(V)) < dimtfDHT(V) < dimQpV 
so we have equality everywhere and hence V is Hodge-Tate. This completes the proof 
of the first implication. 
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We prove now that if V is HT and dimQpV=l then V is de Rham. 
Firstly, since dim<Qp V=l, via the subsection 1.3.1, we have that the dimension 1 
representations correspond to characters hence V = Qp(<p) where <p : GK —» Z* is a 
continuous character. 
V is HT and of dimension 1 so V ®QP CP = CP(Z) as G^-modules for some i £ Z. 
In other words, we get that Qp(</?) <S)QP C P = CP(Z) and consequently the isomor-
phism: Cp((p) = Cp(i) as G^-modules. 
We twist now by x~% where x '• Gk Z* is the cyclotomic character and by letting 
ip := (px~l we further obtain: 
Cp{i>) = Cp{<PX-i) = Cp. 
We claim that it is enough to show that A IR(V0 ^ <f>. 
Then, since dim^-Z)dR(y) < dim^K = 1 we obtain the equality of dimensions: 
dim^-DdR^) = 1 = dimQpy 
hence V is de Rham. 
Proof of the Claim: We have a G^-equivariant map: / : Cp = Cp(ip) and let 
/ ( I ) := 7-
Take o £ GK- We then have: 
a*^ — a * / ( l ) = f(o • 1) = / ( l ) = 7 . 
On the other hand, a * /(1) = ip(a)a(f( 1)) = ip{o)o(7) 
and so we get that 7 = ip(o)o(j) or equivalently ip~l(o)7 = £7(7) (5). 
Consider now x £ C Following (5) we have that ox = ip~J(o)x for 
o £ GK-
Let now e := 1 ® xt~i € V <S)qP BdR. Note that a( l) = <F>(er) since 1 £ V = QP(ip). 
We have that: 
oe = cr(l) ® <r(x)a(ri) = <p{o) ® ip'1 ^xx'^o)^ 
= ip(a) ® = 1 ® xt~l — e 
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and hence that e e (V ®<Qp BdR)G" = DdK(V). Moreover, DdR(V) = K • e. 
The claim follows. 
• 
Remark 2.2.15. The functor Dm : Rep^((?*-) -4 FilK is faithful, exact and com-
patible with the tensor product and duality ([BC, Proposition 6.3.3]) but not full. 
We prove that Ddr is not full. Firstly write DdR^{V) = (V <S>Qp BdR)GK for accu-
racy. Following [BC, Proposition 6.3.8], for any complete discretely-valued extension 
K'/K inside CK, the natural map AiR,K(f) ®K K' —> Air ,k ' (^) i s a n isomorphism 
in FilxIn particular, V is de Rham as a (^-representation if and only if V is de 
Rham as a GK- representation. 
As consequence, we claim that if p : GK —> Aut(V) is a p-adic representation with 
finite image on IK, then V is de Rham and DdK,K{V) = (K(0))®dim®?{v\ 
It is then clear that Z?dR,K is not full since £>(JR,k(^) € FUK has lost all information 
about V. 
Now, for the proof of the above claim, choose L/K finite extension with P{IL) — 
1 and let K' TP so in particular GK> = IL. Since VGK' = V we have that 
DdR,K,(V) = (V ®Qp BdR)G«' = V <8>Qp BdRG^ = V ®Qp K' = (K'(0))edimQp(V) and 
hence dim/fZ?dR,K'(V) = dimQpV. 
It follows that V is de Rham as a GK1-representation and by the above remark as 
a GK-representation. Since DdR>K (V) OK K' £ ( tf ' (0))®d i nVy ) the result follows. 
Remark 2.2.16. We claim that the Frobenius automorphism <p : W(.R)[J] -> W(i2)[J] 
does not preserve &er(0#). 
Recall that ker(0K) = ker{9)[^[ is principal ideal generated by £ := [p] — p = 
(p, -1 , . . . ) 6 W ( R ) so it is enough to show that 0K(<£>([/>] - p)) # 0. 
We have that: 
<f{\P] ~P) = f{\P\) ~ M 1) = FFL ~ P = W) ~ P 
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hence dK(<p(\p) - p)) = 9K(\p>>]) - p = pf - p ± 0 in CK = 0Ck [i].' 
It follows that <p does not naturally extend to J5dR := i^m^ W(i?)[^]/(kerOx)n-
(One can also see this by taking the element [p1/,p] — p which is invertible in Bj~R but 
if <p : Bj~R -f B+R would be a natural extension of <p : W(R)[±] -> W(/2)[J] then we 
would have that <p(l/([p1/p] - p ) ) = l/(jp] - p) $ B^R since 9K(\p]-p) = 0.) 
So one would like to complete W(i?)[^] such that the completion is still endowed 
with a FYobenius map. For this one defines a subring of B£r, namely: 
2.3 Crystalline theory 
In this paragraph, K0 will be the maximal unramified extension of Qp in K. 
We have the following definition: 
Definition 2.3.1. B^s = { iG B+R | x = 0 x n g such that xn ->• 0 in W(/2)[J]}. 
Also, let BcriS := B+iS[\}. 
Definition 2.3.2. Let K be a p-adic field. 
1) A filtered (^-module over if is a triple (D, (p, Fil') where D is a finite dimensional 
ifo-vector space, <p is a Fr-semilinear (i.e. <p(a • d) — Fr(a) • <p(d), for any a £ K0 and 
d £ D) and bijective endomorphism of D, where Fr is the Frobenius automorphism 
of KQ = W(fc)[l/p] and {Fil1} is a decreasing exhaustive and separated filtration on 
DK=D®K0K. 
A morphism D' —> D between two filtered y?-modules is a ifo-hnear map compatible 
with (p': D' D' and also ip : D D and has scalar extension D'K DK that is a 
morphism in FUK- One denotes by MF% the category of filtered (^-modules over K. 
2) A (<p, N)-module over K0 is a finite dimensional K0-vector space equipped with 
a bijective Frobenius semilinear endomorphism <p : D D (i.e. an isocrystal over KQ) 
equipped with a AVlmear endomorphism N : D D (called monodromy operator) 
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such that Noip = pipoN. The notion of morphism between such objects is the obvious 
one. One denotes by Mod^ the category of (<p, iV)-modules over K0. 
A filtered (<£>, iV)-moduIe over K is a (<p, iV)-module D over K0 for which DK = 
D ®K0 K is endowed with a structure of object in FUK- The notion of morphism 
between such objects is the obvious one. One denotes by MFPN the category of 
filtered (</?, iV)-modules over K. 
Further, let be the W(i?)-subalgebra of W(i?)[l/p] generated by the elements 
{^r}neN, in other words is the divided power envelope of W (R) with respect to 
the ideal £W(R) where £ = [p] — p. Also let j4criS be the p-adic completion of j4°rjs: 
Aris = (En>o a " S I °n e W(-R), a„ 0 in the p-adic topology}. 
We have the following: 
Proposition 2.3.3. t = log\e] 6 AcriS. 
Proof. Since [e] - 1 € ker{0) = £W(R), it follows that [e] - 1 = for some v e W (R) . 
Moreover, 
* = = E ^ - i ) " - ^ = E ^ - i ) " ^ - 1 )!«»S 
and so, since an := ( - l ) n + 1 (n - l)!vn 0 in W (R) relative to the p-adic topology 
(remark that vp((n — 1)!) —» oo when n oo), we get t = E n >i an^r € >4cris. 
• 
Proposition 2.3.4. ftT, Lemma AS.lJ) We have that ([e] - l)p_1 6 pAcris. 
Proof. Denote by e := (e„+i)„>0 (so ep = e) and let also s := ([e]-l)p_1+Efc=l Cp([e]~ 
L ) P - F E - I . We then have: 
= ([e] _ 1 + - 1 = [ej - 1 
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and consequently one obtains: 
a*] - l r 1 = • «C] -1 r 1 
= - ^ P W J I pCp([e] - I)"-*-1 e pAcris. 
• 
Corollary 2.3.5. ([T, Corollary A3.2J) € pACTis. 
Proof. For any n > p + 1, since (n — 1)! is divisible by p, we have that 
^ = {n - E PAclis hence: 
in other words it is enough to consider the above finite truncation of the sum. 
By the previous Proposition we have that p_1([e] — l)p _ 1 E AajS and hence 
t = r([e] — 1) mod pACTis, r E ylcrjS, since the terms for 1 < n < p are ylcrjs-multiples 
of [e] — 1. We apply again the previous Proposition and get that tp~l E pAcris. 
• 
Denote by (p the Frobenius endomorphism of W(JR)[^]. The answer to the question 
of how does <p act on the subring yl°ris is provided by the following important: 
Lemma 2.3.6. The W(R)-subalgebra is tp-stable and also GK-stable. 
Proof We have that </>(£) = [p]p - p = (f + p)p - p = + pa for some a E W (R) 
hence: 
and so </?(£") = pn • ((p - l).'g + a)n for all n > 1. Since g e Zp for all n > 1 we 
obtain that € f° r all n > 1 and since is generated by the elements 
{£n/n! }„, the first claim follows. 
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Now, since 9 is G/c-equivariant and = 0 we have that 0(&(£)) = 0 for any 
a € GK so cr(0 6 ker(9) = {W(R). Consequently, a ( 0 = c(cr){, with c(a) G W (R) , 
for any A 6 GK-
• 
Remark 2.3.7. One extends by continuity TP and the action of GK to i4crjS. 
Following the Definition 2.3.1, we have that = Aris[^] and that Bct\s = 
= -^ cris[p) f] = Arisff] (inverting t makes p become a unit since tp~x € pAcris 
via Corollary 2.3.5). 
The rings J3cris and are G^-stable W(i?)[^]-subalgebras of R and B^K re-
spectively. 
We compute now: 
<p(t) = <p(log[e}) = log(<p{[e])) = log{[ep}) = log{[ef) = plog[e] = pt 
and further extend </? to Bcris by putting ipit '1) =p~1t~1. 
One further defines the following functors: 
Definition 2.3.8. 1) Dcris : RepQp(GK) -> VecKo given by Dcris := (V ®Qp Bclis)GK] 
2) Dst : RepQp(GK) Vec^0 given by Dcris := (V ®Qp Bst)G«. 
We have that dim/foZ?cris(^) < dim<Qp (V) ([Fo3, Proposition 1.4.2 and Proposition 
1.5.2] or [BC, Theorem 5.2.1]) and we say that V is crystalline if the equality holds. 
Denote by Rep^"s the full subcategory of crystalline p-adic representations of GK-
Also, dim/f0£)st(V) < dimQp(V) and we say that V is semi-stable if the equality 
holds. Similarly, denote by RepQp the full subcategory of semi-stable p-adic represen-
tations of GK-
Remark 2.3.9. Note that there is a natural exhaustive and separated descending 
filtration on Dcris(V) <8>K0 K via the natural injection on DAR{V). Recall that we've 
extended the action of the Frobenius endomorphism <p to .4cris and Z?cns. Following 
[BC, Theorem 9.1.8], ip is injective on Acr\s and in particular, the induced Frobenius 
on jBcris = Acr\s\\ft] is also injective. 
One obtains that DCTjS is valued in MFAs Am> the covariant functor 
Pens: Repq^G/f) —> MF% is exact and commutes with tensor products and duals. 
Moreover, one can prove that if V is a crystalline Galois representation then we 
have an isomorphism as Bcrjs-modules which respects Galois actions, Frobenius and 
filtrations 
Dclis(V) ®Ko Bcris ^ V ®Qp Bcris 
([BC, Proposition 9.1.9]) and by using [Fo2, Theorem 5.3.7] that Dcris is fully faithful 
([BC, Proposition 9.1.11]). This is a non-trivial result and recall that R and D j n 
are not full. 
The central result in the crystalline theory is the following "crystalline comparison 
isomorphism theorem": 
Theorem 2.3.10 (Fa3, Theorem 5.6). Let X be a smooth proper scheme, geometri-
cally connected over K with good reduction. Then for every i > 0 we have canonical 
isomorphisms as BCTis-modules, which respects the Gk-actions, the Frobenii and the 
filtrations. 
HiiiX-K, Qp) ®Qp Bcris = H'cris(x/W) ®w BcriS, 
where we have denoted X the special fiber of a smooth model of X over OK and 
W ~ W(k) and K0 := W[l/p}. 
The above theorem has the immediate consequence 
Corollary 2.3.11. Let X be as in the theorem 2.3.10, then for every i > 0 the GK-
representation Hlt(X^JQp) is crystalline and moreover 
Dais ( B ^ ( X Y , Q P ) ) = Hlcris(X/W) ®Zp Qp as Frobenius modules. The filtration on 
DCTis(Hlei(Xw,Qp)) ®Ko K ^ HldR(X/K) is the Hodge filtration. 
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We arrive now to the main characters of the thesis, namely the rings Amax, B+^ and 
Bmax- These were first defined by P. Colmez in [Col, Chapter 3, Section 2]. 
Definition 2.3.12. Let ^4max denote the p-adic completion of the ring yldji := Ajn{ [F0]/(pY0— 
£), where := W (R) and recall that £ = [p] — p is a generator of the ideal 
Ker(0 : Anf —> £>cp) and Y0 is a variable. One observes that Amax is p-torsion free 
and denote by B+„ := Amax®ZpQp. Moreover the series t = ^ - l ) 7 1 - 1 ^ ] - 1)7™ 
converges in Amax and we denote by Bmax := AmBX[\/t]. 
The group GK acts naturally on 4^max> ^max> ^max and the natural Frobenius on 
extends to a Frobenius on all three rings. We have natural inclusions of rings 
.i4crjs C j4max and Bcr;s C Bmax C I?dR which are C^-equivariant. 
The main usefulness of Bmax is that it allows to the calculation of the functor Dcris. 
More precisely, Colmez proved in [Col, Chapter 3, Section 4] the following 
Theorem 2.3.13 (Colmez). Let V be a p-adic representation of GK- Then the inclu-
sion BCIjS C B m a x induces an isomorphism as filtered, Frobenius modules: 
DCTis(V)^(V<8>QpBmax)GK. 
Geometric interpretation of the ring Amax 
We claim that ^4max is a formal dilation, i.e. we are claiming that the ring /Ian, it 
is a dilation ra the sense of Bosch, Luetkebohmert, Raynaud, Neron models. More 
precisely we have an isomorphism of rings Af^/pA^ = R, moreover the natural pro-
jection on the first component gives a ring homomorphism R —> O^/pO-^ whose 
kernel is generated by p £ R (see the beginning of Chapter 3). In other words we have 
ring homomorphisms —> R —> O^/pOj^ and the kernel of the composition is 
the ideal of generated by (p,£)- Let X := Spec(.4^) and denote by X := Spec(R) 
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its special fiber. We have closed immersions of affine schemes: 
Y := Spec(Ow/pOw) «-> X <-> X 
and it follows that Spec(v4dii) is the dilation of Y in X, in other words it is the affine 
ring of a certain open of the blowing-up of X at the ideal I = (p, £). Therefore Amax 
can be seen as the affine ring of the formal completion along its special fiber of the 
above mentioned dilation. 
As such ^4max has a natural universal property (see [BLR, Proposition 3.2.1(b)]). 
In the next two chapters we will discuss modp" versions of Amax and sheafified 
versions of these constructions. 
2.4 Semi-stable theory 
Definition 2.4.1. Denote by BST := BCTiS[log\p\] the polynomial algebra with coeffi-
cients in BCTjS and also let u := log[p\. 
One extends the action of <p and also of GK to Bst by putting: 
<p(log\p\) := p • log\p] 
and o(log\p]) := log\p) + a(a)t, for any a G GK, where a(A) € such that 
a{p) = eQ(a)p. 
N is called the Bcrjs-derivation of Bst normalized by N(u) — — 1. 
One verifies that N(p = pipN (note that N<p(u) — —p = p(pN(u)) and that the 
action of GK commutes with (p and also with N since: 
a{Nun) = ainu"1'1) = n(u + a{o)t)n~l 
and N(aun) = N({u + a(a)t)n) = n((u + a(a)t)71-1) 
for any a € Gk, n G N. 
Remark 2.4.2. We have the following important result: 
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= BGX = K0. 
Note that since W(fc) C W[R) C ACTis one obtains that K0 = W(fc)[l/p] C Bcris and 
further since Bcris C Bst C BdR we get: K0 C BG£ C £SG* C = K. 
Following [Fol, Proposition 4.7], the natural G^-equi variant map 
Bens K Bar is injective. Moreover, following [Fo2, Theorem 4.2.4] or [BC, 
Theorem 9.2.10], the homomorphism of Bcris <S>Ko A"-algebras Bst ®Ko K -» BdR (which 
sends u G Bst to u € BdR) is injective. The result follows by using the injectivity of 
the second map (the injectivity of the first one only leads to BG?S = K0). 
Remark 2.4.3. We have that B ^ = 0 = Bcris. This follows easily since by taking an 
element / = X ^ o a " u n e where an e BCTis for all 0 < n < m, then iV(/) = 0 is 
equivalent to: 7 1 ' anUn~ l = 0 and consequently an = 0 for all 1 < n < m hence 
f = ao £ Bcris-
We use now this remark and the fact that GK commutes with N (previously proved) 
and obtain that: 
D™(V) = ((V ®Qp Bst)GK)N=0 = (V ®Qp B»=°)Gk = (V ®Qp Bcris)G« = Dcris(V) 
in MF% for all V £ RepQ P (G K ) . 
Consequently, if V is semi-stable and the monodromy operator N vanishes on 
Dst(V), then DCTis(V) = Dst(V) and so dimKoDcris(V)=dimKoDst(V)= dimQp(V) hence 
V is crystalline. 
Also, if V is crystalline then: 
dimQp(V)=dimKoDclis{V)= dimKoD£= 0(V) < dimKoD«(V) < dimQp(V) and so V 
is semi-stable hence the crystalline representations are semi-stable. 
We conclude that if one works with semi-stable representations, by observing if N 
vanishes or not one keeps track of the crystalline representations. 
As for the crystalline case, by using now the additional structure on Bs t, we have 
that A t is valued in MF$N and same as Dcris, the functor Dst: Reps^p(GK) MF$N 
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is exact, commutes with tensor products and duals and is fully faithful. 
Here are some examples of semi-stable and crystalline representations: 
1. Qp(n) is crystalline for all n 6 Z. 
Since K R and since W(i?)[l/p] C _Bcris (see the remark 2.4.2) one also has the 
inclusion Kf = W(K)[l/p] C BCTis. Note that tn € Bcris for all n € Z, where t = log[e] 
and since <jp : BCT\S —> BCTj8 is compatible with the Frobenius automorphism of Kgr it 
follows that (p{tn) = pn • (recall that <p(t) =p-t). 
Thus DCTIS(QP(n)) := (<Q>p(n) <S>Qp Bcris)GK on which GK acts through x~n has basis 
{e (8> t~n] where {e} is the basis of Qp(n) over Qp. Since GK acts on Qp(n) through 
Xn we have that o- (e®t~n) = xn(0)e®X~n{°)t~n = e&t~n for any o e GK, in other 
words that {e <g> t~n} is G^-equivariant. 
We obtain that dim^0£>cris(Qp(n)) = 1 = dimQpQp(n) hence Qp(n) is crystalline. 
2. Let A be an abelian variety over K. Then following [CI1, Theorem 4.7], 
VA : = TP(A) ®iv Qp is crystalline if and only if A has good reduction. 
As a consequence, if E/K is an elliptic curve with good reduction over OK then VE is 
crystalline. 
3. If E/K is an elliptic curve with semi-stable and bad reduction over OK then 
following [Br, Theorem 5.3.2], VE is semi-stable and not crystalline. 
4. Suppose that [k : kp] = pd < oo, where k is the residue field of K, K being a 
finite extension of Qp and let K0 be a closed subfield of K, of the same residue field k 
and absolutely unramified. Let {£],..., to] be a p-basis of k and t\, ...,td be the liftings 
of ti,...,td in OK0- Let i 6 {l,...,c/} and XI := Gm/(tf). Moreover, denote by: 
Tp{Xi) := l j m n ( K X f t f ) p n _ t o r s 
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its Tate module. Let e = (£(0),e(1),...) € R = such that e(0) = 1, 
^ 1 (so e ^ is a primitive p"-th root of 1). We then have: 
Tp(Xi) := gm^eWNt^.O < <pn} 
and hence Tp{Xi) — Zpe © Z p f where e = ^ e ^ and / = ^ m ^ j ' l As computed 
before (see subsection 1.3.2, Case 1), the action of Gk on VP(Xi) is given by oe = x(a)e 
and of = f + a,(a)e where a,-: GK —> Zp is the 1-cocycle describing the action of GK 
on (4n)), namely at\n) = (e(n))°*(a)fSn) and so the matrix of a in the basis (e , / ) is: 
| xi?) j 
V 0 1 1 
Recall that the action of GK on t = log([e}) is given by: 
at = alog{\e]) = log{a\e\) = log([e*W]) = = x{<r)log[e] = X(a)t. 
Let now e' := t~xe. We then have that ae = X-1(cr)^~1x(cr)e = t~le = e ' f° r all 
a € GK and so e' is G^--invariant. 
Also let Qi := where G J? such that — ti and U{ = [£,] — U, 
1 <i <d. Via [Bri2, Proposition 2.3.7], we have that: 
ai:=log(l+tr1ui) = j:Z1(-l)n-%n(n-lY.^eACTis. 
The action of GK on a* is given by: 
ac* = logiatr'alk}) = M r t ( n ) ] ° i ( t r ) f t D 
since at{ = aif} = = = t{. We obtain that aa{ = a{ + ai(a)t. 
Define now / ' := — t~laie + / and for a G Gk we have that: 
of = -x"1^)'"1^^)* + *i)x(*)e + f + ai{o)e = 
=—ai(a)e — t~1aie +f + ai(o)e 
= —f_1a,e + / = /'• 
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and consequently / ' is G/(--invariant. 
Let v := Ae + pf G (V^(^) ®Qp £d R)G*, A,/z G £ d R . Then 
av = v <=$ (a(A)x(cr) + o-(//)ai(<7))e + a(/x)/ = Ae + nf 
in other words a(A)x(cr) + a(fi)ai(a) = A and afi = p in the basis (e, / ) . It follows 
that p G B^f = if and by letting A' := A + pt~lai G BdR one has u = A'e -f p f . 
For a G Gx, we have that: 
<r( A') = a(A) + /iX_1 ( a i + Oi(a)t) = a( A) + ^ r V ) * - 1 " . + WT V M * ) 
and since a(A)x(o') + At°i(cr) = multiplying the above relation by x(a) leads to: 
a(X')X{a) = A'. Consequently a(tX') = x^ )^ (A ' ) = £V i.e. tX' G B^f = i f . 
One obtains that (e', / ' ) is a G^-equivariant basis of the if-vector space 
hence dim^DdR(^,(Xj)) = 2 = dimQpV^(.Yi) so Vp(Xi) is a de Rham representation. 
Moreover, Vp(Xi) is also crystalline since G Bcris = j4crjs[l/t]. 
Remark 2.4.4. In the classical case of the Tate curve, Vp(Gm/qz) is only de Rham. 
Concretely, let if be a p-adic field, fix q G if with |<?| < 1 and set Eq i f* jqz as a 
G^-module through the action on i f*. Then Eq{K)\pn] = {(e(n))i(g(n))J', 0 < i,j < pn) 
where e ^ are the pre-th roots of 1 chosen as in the previous example and are 
the elements defined by q^ = q and = q(n\ Consequently, a basis of Tp(Eq) is 
(e, /) where e = ^ e^ and / = ^ q^. As in subsection 1.3.2, Case 1, the action 
of GK on Tp(Eq) is given by ae = x(a)e and of = f + a(a)e where a(a) is as before 
the 1-cocycle describing the action of GK on (q^), namely oq^> = (g-t71))"^)^71). 
Define by q := (g(0),g(1),...) G R and note that a(q) = {pq^\aq^\...) = qea^a\ 
O G GK and that 9K{[q]/q{0) - 1) = 0K{q/q - 1) = 0. 
Consider now the series 
lo9(\q]/q) = Ml + {[q}/q - 1)) = E ^ - l ) " * 1 ® ^ -
This element makes sense and converges in Bj~R. Concretely, by defining 
sn ~ Y,nk=i(-l)k+iml~1)k,then for m > n we have that 
hence |sm — s„| < 0 in the ker(0K)-adic topology. It follows that the sequence 
(sn)„ is Cauchy and since is complete with respect to the ker(9x)-&dic topology, 
we get that (sn)n is convergent. 
One can define now the element u := logp(q) + log([q]/q)" = nlog([q]). This plays 
the role of the a* from the previous example. 
Observe that the action of GK on u is given by 
ou = log([oq]) = log([q] • [e«°)\) = log([q}) + log([e«°)}) = M[?D + o,{o)log{[e\) = 
u + a(o)t. 
We show now that Vp(Eq) is de Rham. A Qp-basis of Vp(Eq) being (e, / ) , we need 
to find a G/f-equivariant basis of DdR(Vp(Eg)) in terms of e <g> 1 and / <8> 1. As in the 
previous example, finding a G/f-invariant vector is easy: consider e' := e <g> 1/t and 
note that: 
ae' = x(<?)e <8> = e ® = e'-
Now, the second vector is linearly independent to e' so it has to have nonzero / ® 1 
component. Since of = f + a(o)e one can search for / ' of the form / ' = e<g>x-f-/<g>l, 
for some x G BdR. 
Then af = / ' is equivalent to x(°")e ® ox + / <g> 1 + a(o)e ® \ = e®x + / <g> 1, in 
other words to e <g> x(a)ax + / ® 1 + e <g> a(a) = e<S>x + f <g> 1 hence x(a)ax + = x-
Multiplying this relation by t we get: 
(x(cr)f)(cra:) + a(o)t = xt. Further one can write it otox + a(o)t = xt i.e. 
o(xt) + a(a)t = xt. This is equivalent to a(xt) — xt = —a(a)t and observe now 
that o(—u) = —ou - —u — a(a)t and so we can take xt := —u hence x = —u/t. 
Consequently, f — —e®u/t + f<8> 1 is G/(--invariant and we obtain that: 




In this chapter we define a new type of Fontaine sheaf, A ^ , we prove some prop-
erties of it and we study its localization over small affines, the main result being that 
AZJRU) = A L x ( ^ ) . where A ^ is the ring defined by O. Brinon in [Bri 2]. 
Let p > 0 be a prime integer, K a finite, unramified extension of Qp with residue 
field k and OK the ring of integers of K. 
3.1 The rings Amax,n 
Recall from the previous chapter that we have a ring homomorphism for every n G N, 
n > 1 : 
9N : Wn := W ^ O K / P & R ) —> 0^/PNOJ( given by 
where st G 0^/pnOw is a lift of sf for every i. Also note that W = 
A?n{/pnAfnf, where A+{ = W ( M P K ) ) a n d M&K) = ^m O-^jpO^ the inverse limit 
being taken with respect to Frobenius. In order to prove this, we use the projection 
on the first n components: 
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7Tn : A?{ -> W„(£(Ofr)) 
with ker(irn) = {(s0, Si, ...sn,...) G A^f \ s0 = Si = ... = s„_! = 0} = pnAfnf. 
(Recall that pn = (0,0, ...,0,1,0,...) and that is perfect.) 
V ' 
n 
Moreover, we have the following: 
Proposi t ion 3.1.1. The kernel of the projection qn : 7l(Qx) = i^m Q-^jpO^ t-> 
Ox/pO-K on the n + l-th factor of the limit is generated by fp". 
Proof. To simplify the notations, put R := 71(0-K). Let x = (xm)m>o G R. Then our 
map sends ( x m ) m > o — — R e c a l l that we have a bijective map: 
i^m 0-j< ^m Ox/pOx = R, defined by: 
(x("))n>o (x^modp), with inverse given by: 
(^N)n>0 HK (x(n))n>0, where x (n) = l i m m ^ 0 0 x ^ n p , for arbitrary 
lifts XI G Ox of XI G Off/pO-p; for all i > 0. Remark that, since 
vR(x) = v(xM) = v((xW)pn) = pnv(xW) for n > 0, then 
VR(X) > pn V(X 
(">) > 1 ^ x(")(modp) = 0. 
One obtains in this way a better description of ker(qn) = {x G R/VR(X) > pn} = 
{x G J?/x(n)(modp) = 0}. 
Now, since VR(P>N) — v(ppn) = pn, it's clear that (ppn) C ker(qn). For the other 
inclusion, let x G ker(qn). Subsequently, v(x^) > pn hence x^ — jfny(°\ for some 
y(0) G Ok- Since (x (n))n is compatible we have that (xW)p = x ^ = pPnyW and 
one obtains x^ — pp"~1y^1\ y^ G O-g and moreover (y^)p = y^ (recall that the 
multiplication in R (through the above mentioned bijection) is ( s t ) ^ = ( s )^ n \ t ) ^ and 
that 0~x is normal). We construct in this way a compatible sequence y = (y^)n G R 
such that x = jf^y. • 
The projection qn induces a ring homomorphism: 
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Qn : w „ ( £ ( < ^ ) ) H* W„(CV/pC?F), given by: 
(s0jsi>...,3„_i) i-> (s^n)(modp),s(1n)(modp),...,sjln_)1(modp)) 
Note that since qn is surjective we have the isomorphism: 
W n m.O- E ) ) f ke r {q n ) ^ W n ( 0 ^ / p O w ) = Wn. 
Remark 3.1.2. The above map is denoted by qn in order to simplify the notations 
(it should be called qn,n where the first n indicates the length of the Witt vector 
while the second indicates the component (in this case the n + 1-th)). Note also that 
g„(£(modpn)) = prn(£„+i) (i.e. the first n components of£n + i) while gni7J_i(£(modpn)) = 
£n (recall that £ = [p)-p = (p, 0,0, ...)-(0,1,0,0,...) € Afn{ whe rep = (p,p1/p,p1'p2,..) G 
MOk), P{n) = P1/p", so qn,n-i (C(modp")) = (p(n-1)(modp), 0,..., 0) - (0,1,0,..,0) = 
(V1/p"_1,0,..., 0) - (0,1,0,.. , 0) = pn - p = &,). Recall also that pn = [p1/pn-1] € Wn is 
the Teichmueller lift ofp1^""1 G Ow/pOw. 
Proposition 3.1.3. The kernel of the ring homomorphism qn is the ideal generated 
Proof For n = 1 the statement is obvious by using Proposition 3.1.1. For n > 2 we 
have the following commutative diagram: 
0 . Wn-i(N(OK)) ^ ^ w „ W l [ U O k ) ) 0 
QN—1 QN 
0 — W „ _ i [ O f t / p O x ) - ^ W n ( O w / p O w ) ^ W 1 ( O 7 < / p O 7 ) — + 0 
One can easily check the exactness of the second row so we omit it. For the first one, 
remark that (Vo(*)f)((5o> s„_2)) = (0, sg, s{,..., s£_2), Si G 0 < i < n-2, 
and that (pn o ( ^ ^ ( ( O , ajj, s j , < _ 2 ) ) = pn((0, s 1 ^ , s\/pn~\..., s^V)) = 0. 
On the other hand, V o (*)p is injective since Verschiebung is injective and (*)p 
is bijective due to the fact that is perfect. Similarly, pri o (*)1/p" remains 
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surjective (for s0 G W](R(O^)), we have that (pri o (*)1/J>n)((so", Si,..., sn_i)) = s0, 
where ( s f , s l5..., s„_i) G W n { l l ( 0 Y ) ) ) . 
Take now (s0, si,..., s„_i) G fcer(prio(*)1/pn) s o s lJpn = 0. Since 11(0^) is perfect it 
follows that s0 = 0 and consequently (s0, S i , s „ - i ) = (V o (*)p)((s^p, s ^ , •••> sn^i)) 
hence ker(pri o (*)1/p") C Im(V o (*)p). 
One obtains that the first row is exact. 
Note that the first square diagram is exact since, for a choice of S{ G 'KiO^), 
0 < i < n — 2, we have: 
(s0, sj,..., s„_2) — »- (0, sg, s?, 
Qn 
( s t % l st'Hp), st~2%)) — (0, s{r%), 4n_1)(p)> ^ ( p ) ) 
Also the second square diagram commutes since, for a choice of Sj G 7?.((9^), 
0 < i < n — 1, we have: 
pr1o(*)1/pn . 
(S0, Sj, ..., Sn-l) (So ) 
9n 91 
(4n)(p), * S b ) ( p ) » & ( p ) ) (4n)(p)) 
One applies further the induction hypothesis at the level of kernels in the main 
diagram. 
• 
Definition 3.1.4. Let A be a p-adically complete (^-algebra and T a variable. Then 
we denote by A{T\ := ]gmA[T]/pnA[T]. 
We define now the rings ^max>n = Wn[S\/{p5 - £ „ ) and let Amax := | im nAm a x , n . We 
then have: 
Amax = A+nf{[^]} = ^{{6}/{p5 - £) = { £ z > 0 ^ s u c h that a{ G A?n{ and a ^ O 
when i -» oo}. Let A'max n := Wn[<5]/(p5-£„+i). (By Cn+i we mean here the projection 
on the first n components of this vector namely pr„(£n+1) = (p1/,pn, —1,0, ...,0).) 
n 
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Note that we also have that: 
v'mn=pHipyy"=pW1=At+pr"=JW+W* = p ^ s ^ = 
0 mod pMmax , where for the first equality one uses the Witt coordinatization ((r0, r\,...) 
J2P n \ r n"] (o r o n e computes it directly)). 
By using Proposition 3.1.3 one obtains that ker(qn) C pnAmax. 
We will also use this remark in order to prove the following important: 
Proposition 3.1.5. Amax/pnAmax = A'maxn. 
Proof. For n = 1, ^'max>1 = W1\6}/(p5 - 6 ) = ^ } / { p S - 6 ) = ^ 0 / ( 6 ) = 
since p8 = 0 (reduction modulo p). 
On the other hand, since ker(qi) C pAmax we have that: 
A™* _ A /(D herla-iWA = KfWH**-® 
At<[S)/pAjm gv (A+f/pA+f)[S\ 
(p.fcerfaJjrf-O^M/MjfM (fcer(9l),£(modp))(>i:^ /p.4+f[<S]) 
= W1(S(O j r))W/(fccr(ft)^(modp)) = Wi [*]/(&) = = 
Note that, since Wi(2£(0jf))/fcer(gi) - w i a n d 9i(£(modP)) = 6 , induces the 
isomorphism: W1(^(C?F))[<5]/(^er(9l),^(modp)) £ Wi [<$]/(&). 
Similarly, for the general case, since ker(qn) C pnAmax, we obtain that: 
A™* _ A /(nn kpr(a - AtdSVb>6-ti) 
= * k e r ^ s ~ ^ 
~ k>nMr(qn),p6-OA+f[S]/p'>A+([6]- {ker{qn),pS~i{modp^)){Alf{S\/p-Alf{S}) 
= Wn(R(OK)){6}/(ker(qn),p8 - e(modpn)) = Wn[6)/{p5 - f B + 1 ) = A'max>n. 
Remark that, since Wn(7Z(0^))/ker(qn) = Wn and <7„({(modpn)) 
— £n+i> Qn in-
duces the isomorphism: W„(^(Oz))[5]/(A;er(gn),p5-e(modpn)) = Wn[<S]/(p5-£n+i). 
Above we've also used the isomorphisms of rings Afni/pnAfn{ = Wn(72.(C%)) and 
The result follows. 
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• 
Remark 3.1.6. One can also prove the previous Proposition by showing that there 
is a surjective map Amax -» A'max „ whose kernel is pnAmax. We will see later (Lemma 
3;2.5) that for any positive integers m > n we also have an isomorphism of rings 
Amax/p -<4max = ^4max,m/P Am a x m . 
Note that, via the isomorphism Amax/pnAmax = A'max n, we have a surjective map 
of rings: 
Qn : ^max/PnAmax ^ ^raax,n 
sending p r n ( f n + i ) —£„, induced by Frobenius on Wn and that we also have a map: 
Un : -^ max,n+l ^ Am a x /pnAm a x 
sending -> pr„(£n+1), induced by the natural projection Wn+i Wn. 
3.2 Definition of the sheaf A^ax 
Let now X be a scheme of finite type over OK and also let M be an algebraic extension 
of K. One denotes by Xet the small etale site on X and by Xfif the finite etale site 
of XM = X XsPec{oK) Spec(M). Further, one denotes by Sh(Xef) and S h ( X ^ ) the 
categories of sheaves of abelian groups of these two sites, respectively. Following [All] 
we will construct the site XM- Firstly, one has the following: 
Definition 3.2.1. ([All, Definition 2.1]) Let EXM be the category defined as follows: 
1) the objects consist of pairs (g : U X, f : W UM) such that g is an etale 
morphism and / is a finite etale morphism. One further denotes by (U, W) this object 
to simplify the notations; 
2) a morphism ([/', W') ( U , W ) in EXM is a pair (A,/3), where A : U' U is a 
morphism over X and FT : W' -» W is a morphism commuting with A ®OK IDM. 
Definition 3.2.2. ([All, Definition 2.3]) We say that a family of morphisms {(t/f, W{) -> 
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(U, W)}je/ has the property (*) if either: 
i){Ui —> U}i€i is a covering in Xet and Wi = W xv Ui for every i G I, the morphism 
W U used in the fibre product being the composition W UM U, 
or 
ii) Ui = U for a lH € / and {W* W}ieI is a covering in X j f . 
One further endows EXM with the topology generated by the families having the 
property (*) and one denotes by XM the associated site. One calls XM the locally 
Galois site associated to (X, M). 
Definition 3.2.3. ([All, Definition 2.4]) A family {{UihWij) (U,W)}ieItjej is 
Called a strict covering family if: 
i) For each i € I there exists an etale morphism £/, —» X such that one has Ui = Uij 
over X for all j G J; 
ii){t/j -» U}iei is a covering in Xet; 
iii) For each i G I the family {Wij -±Wxu Ui}jej is a covering in Xff. 
Each strict covering family is a covering family (see [All, Remark 2.5]). 
Let now (U, W) be an object of EXM • A. Iovita and F. Andreatta defined in [All] 
(Definition 2.10) the presheaf OXM on EXM, by requiring that OxM{U,W) consists 
of the normalization of F(U,OU) in Y(W,OW)- They also proved ([All, Proposition 
2.11]) that the presheaf 0XM is a sheaf. 
Now, if X is a scheme of finite type over OK, is the sheaf of rings on XJC 
defined by requiring that for every object ([/, W) in X-^, the ring 6x-(U, W) is the 
normalization of F(U, OU) in r(VF, OW). Note that 0XIR is a sheaf of ©^-algebras. 
Let 6X- := ^mn 6X-/pn6X- G Sh(X^. 
Also, let IV^Ox-pr) be the sheaf of rings in Sh(Xj^)N defined by the inverse system 
{0Xw/pOX-}, the transition maps being given by Frobenius. 
For every s G N we define now the sheaf of rings A+fgj^ := ^ where 
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W s 7f := W s ( 0 x ^ / p 0 x - ) is the sheaf (0X-/p0X-)s with ring operations defined by 
Witt polynomials and the transition maps in the projective limit are defined by Frobe-
nius. 
We further define the sheaf of rings := in Sh(X^)n, where the 
transition maps in the projective limit are defined as the composite of the projection 
W n + 1 , K w n , 7 f
 a n d t h e Frobenius on and := W n (dX w /pOX w ) is the 
sheaf (Ox^/pOxw)n with ring operations defined by Witt polynomials. 
We also have a morphism ^ —> Oxw of objects of Sh(X^)n\ we construct 
it at the beginning of the 4-th chapter. 
A + „- and A+„ ^ are endowed with an operator, </?, which is the canonical Frobe-mf,K mf,s,K 1 r l 
nius associated to the Witt vector construction and are sheaves of (9/f-algebras. 
We are able now to construct the first sheaf mentioned at the beginning, A v 
Firstly, let A ^ ^ := ^max,„ ®tyn = Wn[8}/{p8 - U) ®wn W n J i.e. A ^ ^ 
is the sheaf on Xj< associated to the pre-sheaf given by 
[U, W) ^ Amax>n ®Wn WB>3f (W, W) for {U, W) G 
Consider the map r n + 1 : Wn + 1 ^ W n ^ given by the natural projection composed 
with Frobenius. This induces a natural map : A^ a x n + 1 ^ t-» 
Let A ^ ^ be the sheaf in Sh(Xw)n defined by the family {A^axn E } n with the 
transition maps {r n + 1 ^} n . 
Secondly, let AJJ n s be the sheaf on Xj< associated to the pre-sheaf given by 
(U, W) ^ Amax/pnAmax ®Wn W) for (U, W) G Xw. 
A s f 0 r A I a x , n , K '
 r«+l i n d u c e s a n a t u r a l m a P r'n+l,K '' A m a x , n + 1 , K ^ A'rL,n,K-
Similarly, let A ^ ^ be the sheaf in Sh{Xw)n defined by the family { A ^ n K}„ 
with the transition maps 
Also, note that OX—jp0X- is the sheaf associated to the pre-sheaf 
(U,W) ^ dx-(u,w)/pdxiz(u,w). 
In order to simplify the notations denote by A ^ := A ^ ^ , A^ax n := A ^ n K , 
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A*^ A'v A'J^ „ := A'v Ox := Ox~, Wn := Wn F and A+ := A+ m a x max,K' max,n max,n,K' ™ n>A mt inf,K 
Further let r£+1 : Wn+1[(J]/(p5 - 1-4 W„[a]/(pa - £„) i.e. : ^max,n+i >-> 
-^ max,n he the map of rings defined by the natural projection composed with Frobenius. 
Since <+ 1(p„+ i) - A , we have that (<J) = = ^ f ^ = 
2 = ^ = a, hence r"+1(p5 — f n + i ) = pa - £„. It follows that r"+ 1 is well defined. 
O1—-
Let us remark now that, since A'm3xl = we have a nice descrip-
tion of A ^ , , namely A ^ , = W, = | | [<5]/(6) (Ox/pOx) = 
{Ox/pOx)[6]/({2} = {Ox/pOx)[5)l{plh>). We'll use this fact in the proof of the follow-
ing: 
Lemma 3.2.4. For every n we have an exact sequence of sheaves: 
0 -^^ max.n+l ^^max.l > 
where / is the map of sheaves associated to the Verschiebung V : Wn t-> W„+i and 
a = r1 — or' o or' 
Proof Firstly, let us fix an object (U, W) of X and denote by S = Ox(U, W). 
For (s0, si,..., sn_!) € Wn(S/pS), since (r2 o r3 o ...rB+1)(0, s0,..., s„_i) = 
(r2 o r3 o ...r„)(0, sg,..., s£_2) = ... = (r2 o r3)(0, s f \ s f *) = r2(0, sg" *) = 0, 
one obtains that g o f = 0. 
Let's prove now the surjectivity of g. Denote by s : Wn + 1 M- Wj = OxfpOx the 
natural projection and by s' the induced map of sets Wn+1 (S/pS) s > Wi (S/pS) 
sending (s0 ,s i ,- . ,sn) to s0. Since ker(s') = {(s0,si,...,sn) € (S/pS)n+1/s0 = 0} = 
W n ( S / p S ) = (S/pS)n, it's clear that ker(s) is identified with Wn via Verschiebung. 
Note that ker(s) is a W^+i-module via the projection map Wn+\ Wn composed 
with Frobenius on Wn and since W„ is a W^-module. We obtain that: 
Am&x/pn+Mmax ®Wn+1 ker{s) = Amax/pn+1Amax ®Wn+1 W„. 
Since s'(f„+2) = s'(pn+2 - p) =p1/p"+l(modp), it follows that 
Amax/pn+lAmax ®Wn+1 Wr * Ox/p^n+1Ox[5]. (1) 
Now, since S = Ox(U, W) is a normal ring, Frobenius to the n-th power 
ipn : S/p1/pnS —> S/pS is injective (for this, let x G S such that <pn{x) = 5, so 
xp" =p-y for some y G S. Since S is normal it follows that x = p1/?" • y', y' G S i.e. 
x G S/pl/pnS, in other words x = 0). So we have an injection Ox/pl/pnOx M- Ox/pOx 
On the other hand, by [AI2], Lemma 4.4.1, (v), Frobenius on Ox/pOx is surjective 
with kernel p1^pOx/pOx hence we have an isomorphism Ox/p1^pOx = Ox/pOx. Conse-
quently, Frobenius to the n-th power on O x /pO x is surjective with kernel p1/,pn O x / p O x 
hence we have an isomorphism Ox/pl,pn Ox = Ox/pOx. (2) 
FVom (1) and (2), one obtains that 
Amax/pn+1Amax ®Wn+1 W! ~ Ox/pOx[8], 
Since ipnos = r2or3o...or„+1 : W„+i >->• Wi = Ox/pOx is surjective, after tensoring 
with Amax/pn+lAmSLX over Wn+\, and since tensoring is right exact, we obtain a sur-
jective map A ' ^ n + x ( O x j p 6 x ) [ < 5 ] = {Ox/p1/pOx)[8] where the last isomorphism 
follows from (2). 
Also by (2) it follows that (<?i/p0x)[<5]/(p1/p) = (Os/p^C?*)^], in other words 
A ^ j = {Ox/pl/pOx){8) and so the right exactness of the displayed sequence is proved. 
Now we need to prove the left exactness of our sequence. We will show that it is left 
exact on stalks. For this, let x be a point of X. Recall that A'maxfi = Wn[8]l(p8 — £n+i)-
Since ^ f - = = - 1, we have that A'max>n = Wn[8]/(p8 - pn+1). 
Define B := Wn{dxJpOXx){8), and similarly, denote by C := Wn+1{0Xx/p0Xx)[8] 
and by D := {OxJp6Xx)[8}-
Let's remark that B/(p8 -pn+i)B is the stalk A ^ n x of A^ax n at x, that Cf (p8 -
pn+2)C is the stalk A^ax n+l jX of A ^ n + 1 at x and that D/pn+2D is the stalk >1>x 
of A ^ j at x ( A ^ j x = D/pVpD ^ D/pn+2D by using the isomorphism from (2)). 
The following diagram is commutative: 
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B - ^ C - ^ D - 0 
Pi-Pn+l \P&-Pn+2 
f x j l i 
~Pn+ 2 
B -^C-^+D -0 
where fx is the map sending 5 >-» S and inducing the Verschiebung Wn(Oxx/pOXx) •-> 
Wn+i(Oxx/pOxx) and sx is the natural projection. 
Since the Verschiebung is injective and since B (respectively C) is a free Wn(Oxx/p6xx)-
module (respectively VFn+i((5jI/p(5xI)-module), one obtains that the map fx is injec-
tive. Also D is a free 0Xx/pOXz-mod\i\e and the rows in the above diagram are exact. 
Let's check now the exactness of the two square diagrams of the main one. 
For the first square diagram, since S 8 it's enough to verify the exactness on 
coefficients. Let s 6 Wn(Oxx/pOxx), s = (so,Si,...,sn_!). We have that pn + 1 • s = 
(P1/pn,0,...,0)-(s0,si,...,s„_1) = (p1/p"s0,p1/pn~1si,...,p1/psn_i) and sincepn+2-V(s) = 
(p1/*"+\0, ...,())• (0,s0 ,- ,Sn-i) = (OY^so, . . . . p 1 ^ - ! ) , one obtains that V{pn+1 • 
s ) — P n + 2 • ^(s). The composition of the maps on the left lower side of the first square 
diagram will then be V(p5s — pn+1s) = pSV(s) — V(pn+i • s) = pSV(s) — pn+2 • V(s) — 
(p5 —pn+2)V(s), which is exactly what the composition of the maps on the right upper 
side gives us. We obtain that the first square diagram is commutative, i.e.: 
Similarly, for the second one, if t G Wn+\(Oxx/pOxx), t = (t0, ti,..., tn), then: 
(to,ti,...,tn) -
pS—pn+2 I" Pn+2 
(pS - Pn+2) • t —5S -pn+2t0 = - p 1 / P " + 
With the same type of argument as for the first square diagram we conclude that 
the second one is commutative i.e.: 
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C - ^ D 
pS-pn+2 ~Pn+2 
C D 
Note that the sequence of cokernels B/(p6 —pn+i)B C/(p5—pn+2)C is the map 
on stalks associated to / . We want to prove its injectivity. By the Snake Lemma in 
the main diagram this is equivalent to showing that the kernel of the multiplication 
by p8 — pn+2 on C surjects into the kernel of the multiplication by —pn+2 on D. Let's 
remark that pn+2 = pl/pn+l in O-^jpO-^ and that, since -p itself kills D, the kernel of 
the multiplication by pl!pn+l on D is p • p~x/pn+1 D = p"p"+1 D = Take now 
v 6 D(so in particular p pn+1 • v € 
£er(.pi/p"+1)) a n d ^ xeC be the lift of v under 
sx defined by taking the Teichmueller lifts of the coefficients of x with respect to the 
0Xx/p6Xx-basis of D. Define u := EC^'V^C^"^- We have that: 
-pn+i = 5pn+1ppn+1v - = 0 
since Spn+1jfn+1v = O(modp) and = p • v = 0 on D. 
On the other hand, sx(u) = p°8°f%l= $£+2~l'v = p"p -v hence the kernel 
of the multiplication by p8 — pn+2 on C surjects into the kernel of the multiplication 
by —Pn+2 on D which is what we wanted. The left exactness of the diagram of sheaves 
follows and with this, one completes the proof. 
• 
Consider now the map of sheaves 
unj< '• ^ax.n+1 ~^max.n 
associated to the map of pre-sheaves induced by un : v4max,n+i Amax/pnAmax 
(defined before Lemma 3.2.4) and by the natural projection Wn+1 {U, W) Wn(U, W). 
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Also consider the map of sheaves 
associated to the map of pre-sheaves induced by q'n : Amax/pnAmax —v4max n (de-
fined as well before Lemma 3.2.4) and by Frobenius W„(W,W) Wn(U, W). 
Write qLr := : A ^ and := {«„,*}„ : A ^ A ^ . 
In order to conclude the comparison between AJ^^ and A ^ n let's prove the 
following: 
Lemma 3.2.5. For any positive integers m > n + 2 we have an isomorphism of rings 
Amax/PnAmax = Amax>m/pnAmaXiJn and the map un -Rorn+2 -Ro...orm -R : A^^ A ^ 
induces an isomorphism K)aXtm/pnA^ax>m = A^^. 
Proof. We defined at the beginning of the chapter the surjective maps qm and the 
reduction 7rm. Their composition is the surjective map 
qm,m-1 o 7rm : W m P j ? ) ) - w m m O j c ) ) W m ( O w / p O Y ) 
sending (so,Si,...) (so™ ~^(modp),..., s^!~j^(modp)), which induces the surjec-
tion: 
W(N(OW)){6} W U O K / P O K M = WM[5] 
defined by £ f > 0 aiSi at<5\ where^ = (gro,m-i07rm)(ai) = gmim_1(aimodpm). 
Further we get a surjective map ipm : Amax —> Am3X>m and for any integers m > n + 2, 
ipm{pnAmax) = PnAmax>m since ^m{pnT,i>oaisi) = Pn £;>o = Pn £i>o ^ w h e r e 
by £ ' we mean finite sum (for the latest equality remark that qmm^i(pnmodpm) = 
(0,..., 0,1,0,..., 0) € Wm for m > n + 2). The second isomorphism theorem for rings 
gives us now: Amax/pnAmax = AmaXtm/pnAmaXtTn. More explicit, let p, be the surjective 
map obtained by composing ipm with the reduction modulo pn map, so 
P • max ^ AmaX !n Amax,m/pnAmaX)Tn, sending 
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Then ker(p) = ipm1(pnAm^m) = pnip~1{AmaXtin) = pnAmax and so one obtains 
A m a x / P A m a x — j 4 m a x , m / P -^raax,m-
Remark that the finiteness of the sum appears since a* -> 0 in the strong topology 
of W(£(0*)) (the p-adic topology) i.e. there exists a natural number N > 0 such 
that a,j = 0(mod p>) for all j > N (we can take N > m so one has pm | pN hence 
dj = 0(mod pm) for all j > N). 
One can write -pn on Wm as V o ip where V is the Verschiebung and <p Frobenius. 
Recall that <p is surjective on Ox/pOx by [AI2], Lemma 4.4.1(v). As in Lemma 3.2.4 
we get an isomorphism Wm/pnWm = Wn induced by the natural projection on the 
first n components. One obtains that, via this identification, the map unorn+2o...orm : 
Wm —» Wn is ipm~n~x and that at the level of rings sends £m G Wm to prn(£n+i) G Wn. 
We have that (Vs(pm)yn = (f •j^T' = • { £ 1 - j / " = W • { £ 1 = 0 
in AmaXim/pnAmax>m since (1 + s)pn~s > n, 0 < s < n (the inequality follows easily 
by induction over n — s: for n = s the inequality reads s + 1 > s and for n = s -I-1: 
(1 + s)-p> 1 + s; suppose that for n = s + k, k > 0, (1 + s)pk > s + k holds, then for 
n = s + k + 1 we get (1 + s) • pk+1 > (s + k) • p > s -I- k + 1). 
Now, p£ generates the kernel of <pm~n~l on Ox/pOx. On one hand, = 
cpm-n-1((pn-m+1)) = (p) = 0 on S/pS(recall that S = Ox(U, W)). For the other 
inclusion let x G ker{ipm~n~l) so xpm~"~1 = p • y for some y G S. Since S is normal it 
follows that x = p1/pm~n~1 • y\ y' e S, hence x € (p 
We obtain that {V*(p£)}0<s<„ generates the kernel of on W„. 
Similarly it follows that Wm/pnWm = Wn and that {Vs(p*£)}o<s<n generates the 
kernel of ip™'71'1 on Wn. 
Let's prove now that p " ^ ^ = ker(unl? o rn+2 l? o ... o rm 7 f) . 
Firstly, let x®Wmy G A„ax1m®ivmW fn(W, W). Since pn G Wm we havepn{x®W my) = 
P"x ®wm V = x ®Wm pny G ker{un l? o rn+2^ o ... o r m F ) clearly. 
Secondly, let Ynxi®wmVi € ker(un,Korn+2>K°-ormj<)- The element J2ixi®wmyi 
is mapped to ®Wn prn(yi) = 0 G Amax>m/pnAmaXjn <8>w„ Wn(W, W) (here we use 
the isomorphism Ams_x/pnAm^ = AmaXim/pnAmax>m). We conclude that xl<S>Wrn yt- € 
Pn{Amax,m Wm(ZY, W)) and so the second inclusion also holds. The second claim 
of the Lemma follows. 
• 
We study now the localization of A ^ over small affines. 
Let £/=Spf(/2w) be a small affine open of the etale site on X, Xet. This is an 
object such that Ru ®oK kgeometrically irreducible over k and there are parameters 
Tx,T2,...,Td € such that the map RQ := Ok{T^1 , C Ru is formally 
etale. 
We define A ^ ^ R u ) to be the p-adic completion of the sub-W(7?.(/?w))-algebra of 
generated by p~lker(d) where the map d is defined as follows (we keep 
the notations of [All]): 
For every n, let dn be the composition of the projection (reduction modulo pn map): 
W ( n ( R u ) ) Wn{lZ(Ru)), of the map W n { n { R u ) ) Wn(Ru/pRu) induced by the 
projection H(Ru) = ljm Ru/pRu —> Ru/pRu on the n-th component (see Proposition 
3.1.1) and of 0n : W n ( R u / p R u ) ~> Ru/pnRu (defined at the beginning of the chapter). 
Then define d : W(7Z(RU)) ->Ru = Ru/pnRu to be the map x ->• ljm 
In [jBr«l, §6] it is proved that ker{&) is a principal ideal generated by We also 
have a Frobenius (p on A^^Ru) induced by the Frobenius on W(7Z(Ru)). Remark that 
if x G W(ftffl^)) belongs to ker(d) and if n 6 N>0, one can write x[n] = pW{xfp)n e 
^max(^ ) is the n-th divided power of x i.e. xn/n\) and hence there exists a 
natural homomorphism A^si^u) —> ^ ( i ^ u ) (which is injective according to [Bri2, 
Proposition 2.3.2]). A ^ i R u ) is the p-adic completion of the W(fc)-DP envelope of 
W(7Z(RU)) with respect to the kernel of the map d defined above (see [All, §2.3] or 
[Bril, §6] for details). 




Let gn be the composite of the projection (reduction modulo pn map) W(7^(/2w)) —> 
W n ( K ( R u ) ) and of the map vn : Wn(K(Ru)) W n (Rt i /pRu) induced by the projec-
tion TZ(Ru) = ^m Ru/pRu —» Ru/pRu on the n + 1-th component (defined similar to 
qn). As in the proof of Proposition 3.1.5, since AZ^iRu) = W(Tl(Ru))[8]/(p8 - £) we 
have that (denote by R := Ti(Ru)): 
AV (R,A/NNAV (R.A- NM\/(P6-0 ~ M 
so Al^Ru)/pnAl,yL(Ru) ~ Wn(7l(Ru))[8]f (p8 - £(modp«)) and since gn(0 = 
fn+i, we get a map g'n : A^ax(Ru)/pnAZax(Ru) -» A^^iRu) = " m a x / y n m a x <8>wn 
(Wn(Ru)). 
We have the following important result: 
Proposit ion 3.2.6. The ring is p-torsion free. 
Proof. By [Bri2, Proposition 2.3.7] and [Bri2, Remark 2.3.8], A^ can be identified 
with a sub-ring of -Amax- According to [Bri2, Proposition 3.5.3] we have that tp(Amax) C 
-^ cns C Amax where ip is the Frobenius and ylCris = (Et>o I a» ^ Alif a n d a* 0 
when i —> oo}. 
Now, let x € Amax such that pn-x = 0 for some n > 0. Then <p(pn-x) — pn-<p(x) = 0 
in >lCris- Since ^4crjs has no p-torsion by [Bril, Proposition 6.1.10], it follows that 
<p(x) = 0. Moreover, since Frobenius is injective on Amax, we obtain that x = 0 and so 
Amax is p-torsion free and consequently A^ax is free of p-torsion. 
• 
We will use this result in the proof of the following: 
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Theorem 3.2.7. a) For every n G N* the mapg'n : Al^{Ru)lpnAlax{Ru) -> A^ax>n(i^) 
is injective; 
b) The map A^ax(/?w) defined by q^ is an isomorphism, (note that 
: A m a x A m a i defined before Lemma 3.2.5). 
Proof, a) We have that Ru is a normal ring and that Frobenius is surjective on RufpRu 
by [Bril, Proposition. 2.0.1] and as in the proof of Proposition 3.1.1 we get that the 
kernel of the projection 7Z(Ru) = i^m Ru jpRu Ru/pRu on the n + 1-th component 
is generated by pPn. 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.2.5 we have that (Vs([p]))p" = (ps • [p])p"~s = Pspn~° • 
f j f l -p?n-° = pW> n - ° • = 0 in A l M / p ^ l M , 0 < 5 < n. Now, via 
Proposition 3.1.3, we obtain that {V*([p])}o<s<„ generate the kernel of vn. As in the 
proof of Proposition 3.1.5, it follows that: 
Al^R^/p^l^Ru) = Wn{Ru/pRu)\5)l{jp6 - Ui), (2) 
where the isomorphism is induced by the map gn : W(H(Ru)) Wn(7Z(Ru)). 
We prove a) by induction on n. For n == 1 the map 
A l ^ ^ / p A l M ) A%„ t l(Ru) becomes 
(Ru/pRam/ipS - 6) ((Ox/pdx)(Ru))[8}/^2) 
via the above isomorphism and the remark before Lemma 3.2.4. By using now 
[All, Proposition 2.13] and [All, Proposition 2.14] we have an injective map 
Ru/pRu = Ox(Ru)/pOx{Ru) [Ox/pOx){Ru) hence 
(Ru/pRuM/(p1/p) ((Ox/p6x)(Ru)M/(p1/p) is injective and so the 
case n = 1 is proved (recall that £2(modp) = p1^). 
By Proposition 3.2.6, A ^ ^ R u ) has no p-torsion hence we have the exact sequence: 
u -MS „(*«) 
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This is compatible with the exact sequence obtained by taking the localizations in 
the exact sequence of Lemma 3.2.4 i.e. we have the commutative diagram: 
9 ' n \ 
</„ 9n+1 ffi 
o — A ' ^ ( R u ) - ^ A ^ a X j n + 1 ( ik) - 2 U A ^ ( R u ) — + 0 
where the maps / ' = f j ^ and g' = g^ are induced by / and g respectively (see 
Lemma 3.2.4). 
The second square diagram of the main one is commutative since: 
E&^Wmodp^1) . Ylbii lYimodp) Sn+l 9\ 
E 6 i (^) i (modp"+ 1 ) E M f Y(modp) 
where the bottom map is induced by Frobenius to the n-th power <pn composed 
with the projection and we have that (proj o (pn)(£n+2) — £2 and for the vertical maps 
we use the fact that <7^(£(modpn)) = £n+i- Moreover, bi E Afnf{Ru) such that h 0 
in the p-adic topology and so the above sums are finite. 
The first square diagram of the main one is also commutative since: 
EM^(modp") — . ^ ( m o d p ^ 1 ) 
9'n 
E 6 i (^ ) i (modp" ) - U Y,p • 6 i (^) l (modp"+ 1 ) 
For the commutativity of the above diagram one uses the fact that / ' induces the 
Verschiebung at the level of the Witt vectors so that we have: 
/'(&+,) = V(£«+i) = ( 0 , ^ , 0 , ...,0) - V(p) 
and since V(p) = V(FV{ 1)) = (VF)(K(1)) = pV{ 1) = p2 we get that 
9n+I 
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/'(£n+l) = ( 0 , ^ , 0 , . . . ,0)-p2-
On the other hand, p • £n+2 = VF([p1/p"+1]) - P2 = (0,p1/p",0,..., 0) - p2 and conse-
quently /'(£„+x) = p • 
Now we apply the inductive hypothesis (g'n injective) and use the Snake Lemma in 
the main diagram, (*), so at the level of kernels we get: 
0 —> ker(g'n+1) —» 0 hence g'n+1 is injective (one can also see this directly by 
diagram chase). Claim a) follows. 
r — n+l,K 
b) We prove that for every n 6 N* we have un x = and untx°(j'n_i_1 
l , -
For the first relation, let's remark that the following diagram is commutative: 
•"max, n+1 ®WB+1 W „ + I ( R U ) — •^ maXjii 
*njl 
/ p M max 
since Cn+i <S>wn+11 — 1 
n+l,K 1n,K 
1 
and also (s0,si, ...,sn)—^(s0,Si,...,sn_i) 
rfn r«+i 
For the second relation, we obtain similarly that the following diagram is commu-
tative: 
— - qn+1,K 
A m ^ / p n + 1 A m a x ® W n + l W n + i { R u ) ^ ^ m a x , n + l Wn+l{Ru) 
Un,K 
^max/ y nmax 
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since prn+i(£n+2) ®wn+I 1 "+1'* £n+i <S>vy„+I 1 
r n + 
prn{^n+1) <8>wn 1 
and also (s0, S i , s n ) *n+1> sj,..., s£) 
By taking now £m, the two above mentioned relations give us: = id and 
o = id respectively. Claim b) follows; u-j^ defines the inverse of q^. 
• 
Corollary 3.2.8. The induced map A^iRu) —> A ^ ( R u ) = |mA^axn(i?w) is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. One shows that the transition maps A^ax n+1(i?w) —> A'IJax n(/?w) factor via 
A^tax(Ru)/pnA^ax(Ru) for all n > 1 and by taking projective limit and further using 
the fact that A ^ ^ R u ) is complete, one obtains that A ^ ^ R y ) = A^ax(Ru). By 
Theorem 3.2.7.b) we have an isomorphism A '^ (Ru) — and consequently 




The sheaf Amax 
Let p > 0 be a prime integer, K a finite, unramified extension of Qp with residue field 
k, OK the ring of integers of K and denote by K0 the maximal unramified subfield of 
K and by OK0 its ring of integers. 
Recall that we have a morphism 9-^ : A+f ^ —> of objects of Sh(Xj^)n con-
structed as follows: let (U, W) be an object of Denote by 5" = 6x-(U,W) and 
for fixed n G N, consider the diagram of sets: 
(S/pnS)n S/pnS 
; 3 !Cn 
(s/psr 
where bn is the natural projection and a„(s0, Si,..., sn- i) := 
There exists a unique map of sets, call it cn : (S/pS)n —>• S/pnS making the diagram 
commutative i.e. cnobn = an. 
We have that c„(s0, Si,..., s„_i) := P*^"1 \ where s, G S/pnS is a lift of 
SI G S/pS for all 0 < i < n — 1 and let's remark that CN is well defined: 
For this, let (co,Ci, ...,Cn) G ( S / p S ) n such that c,- = for all 0 < i < n - 1. 
Then o f ' ' = s f 1 (pn_i) and by multiplying the latest relation by p% we obtain 
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that p'cf = p ' s f ' \pn) for all 0 < i < n - 1. It follows that E ^ V c ? ^ 1 ' = 
m=oP iSip n l l(pn)i which is equivalent to Ci,(cB,Ci,...,c„_i) = c„(so, su ..., sn^)(pn), 
in other words Cn is well defined. 
The map Cn induces a ring homomorphism Cn^uyv) Wn(S/pS) —> S/pnS, which is 
functorial in (U, W), in other words a morphism of presheaves Wn j< c" >- 0 x - /p n 0x-^ . 
One denotes by the induced morphism on the associated sheaves and let: 
Ok K k } •  Kf,K = Wn,K = ^ m ( 0 x - / p n d x - ) 
Assume that X is a smooth scheme over Ok and that Ok = W (k ) is absolutely 
unramified. 
Let Ox be the sheaf on the site Xw defined by Ox(U, W) := Ox{U). 
For every n > 1 one defines the sheaf W X n ^ := W n ( 0 X - / p O X - ) ®0k Ox of 
0jro-algebras and also the morphism of sheaves of 0KO <S>OK Ox-algebras 9X n ^ : 
^ —» 0X—jpn0X— associated to the following map of presheaves: firstly take an 
object (U, W) of Xw s u c h t h a t W=Spf(Ru) is affine (i.e. Ru = Ox(U,W)). Clearly 
S = 0X—{U, W) has a natural ifo-algebra structure. Define now: 
0n,(u,w): Wn{S /pS) ®oK Ru S/pnS by (x ® r) cn(x)r. 
Also denote by the sheaf of ideals Ker(0ni(u,w))-
Let now W=Spf(Ru) be a small affine open of the etale site on X, Xet, with pa-
rameters Tj, T2,..., Td € R£ (recall the definition of small affines from the previous 
chapter). Further, for n > 0, let Ru,n •= ifo[Cn,7,11/pn, ...,Tj/p"], where Ru,0 = Ru, Cn 
1 /-n 
is a primitive p"-th root of unity with C„+i = Cn a n d such that Tt is a fixed p"-th 
root of Ti in R u with (Ti1/p"+1)p = T/ / pn for any 1 < i < d. Moreover, consider the cat-
egory iln k consisting of objects (V, W) and a morphism to (U, Spf(i?w,n) ®oK K). The 
morphisms of this category are the morphisms of objects over (U, Spf(Ru,n) ®oK K) 
and the covering families of an object (V, W) are the covering families of (V, W) re-
garded as object of X-g. Given a sheaf T on Xj^, one writes for u*(T) where 
u : iln ^ —> X-j< is the forgetful functor. 
Let now (V, W) <E Hn7? with V = Spf(Rv) affine and let S := 0X-(V, W). Remark 
that Tt1/p" e Ru,n C S for all 1 < i < d since S is the normalization of T(V, Ov) = Rv 
in T(W, Ow). Also denote by: 
Ti := [T?/P], K1/pn], •••) 6 jjm Wn(RuJpIh,n) 
the inverse limit being taken with respect to the map Wn+i(Ru,n+\/pRu,n+\) —>• 
Wn{Ru,n/pRu,n) defined as the composition between the natural projection 
Wn+i(Ru,n+i/pRu,n+\) -> W„(Ru,n+i/pRu,n+i) and the map induced by the Frobe-
nius: Ru,n+i/pRu,n+i -> Ru,n/pRu,n- Note that the image of T{ in Wn{Ru,n/pRu,n) is 
(7;1/pn,0,...,0) i.e. the Teichmueller lift of For all 1 < i < d, define now: 
Xi:=l®Ti-Ti®leWn (.Ru,n/pRu,n) ^ 
and remark that these elements also live in W n ( S / p S ) ®oK Rv-
We prove now the following: 
Lemma 4.0.9. ([All, Lemma 2.28]) The kernel of the map 0n,(v,w) : W n ( S / p S ) ®oK 
Rv —> S/pnS is the ideal generated by (£n, Xi,..., Xj). 
Proof. We claim that £„ = pn — P = [p 1^" ' ] — P, which is a well defined element of 
W n { S / p S ) (note that p1^"'1 e S), generates ker(e„), cn : W n ( S / p S ) -> S/pnS. 
Recall now that Ro = 0 K { l f \ ..., i f 1 } and so Ro/pnRo = {0K/pn0K)[T±\..., T*1}. 
We have that the kernel of the ring homomorphism Ro/pnRo ® Ro/pnRo —> Ro/pnRo 
defined by x ® y ->• xy is the ideal / = (Ti ® 1 - 1 <g> Ti,.., Td ® 1 - 1 <g> Td). Note 
that Ro/pnRo Rv/pnRv is etale hence I also generates the kernel of the map 
Rv/pnRv®Rv/pnRv -> Rv/pnRv (*), defined by x®y -» xy. We tensor now (*) with 
S/pnS over Rv/pnRv and since base changing of an etale morphism is etale ([Mi, Propo-
sition 2.11, (c)]) we obtain that I generates the kernel of S/pnS ® Ry/pnRv S/pnS. 
Proof of the Claim ([All, Lemma 2.17]): Firstly recall that c„(s0,si, ...,s„_i) := 
E ^ V * * - 1 - 4 , where £ <E S/pnS is a lift of s{ <E S/pS for all 0 < i < n - 1. 
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One computes now c„(£„) = (p1/p"-1)pn~~1 — p = p — p = 0 hence G ker(cn). 
We will prove that if x G ker(cn) then x G £nWn(S/pS) and we show this statement 
by induction on n: for n = 1, Ci = id and £1 = p = 0 G Wi (S/pS) = S/pS. 
Let n > 1 and assume that the statement is true for n — 1. Further, let a = 
(a 0 ,a i , - . ,a„_!) G ker(cn) and recall that V : W n - i ( S / p S ) Wn(SfpS) is the Ver-
schiebung i.e. V(s0,s1,...,sn_2) = (O,s0,si,...,sn-2),for (s0 ,si,.. . ,sn_2) G WN_I (S/pS). 
We will prove that there exist elements P G W n ( S / p S ) and 7 G W n - i ( S / p S ) such 
that a = £„/? + ¥(7). 
We have that cn(a) = c„((ao,Q!i,...,Q;n_i)) = P1^ ' = 0 and hence: 
p | c?opn~1- Put QTO" 1 = pc, c G 5. 
Let now Rv C S'(C S) be a finite and normal extension containing a 0 and p1^"'1. 
In particular S' is noetherian and integrally closed. 
Now, for every height one prime ideal p of 5", since S'p is noetherian, integrally 
closed (because S' is noetherian and integrally closed respectively), and since dim5p=htp=l, 
it follows ([Al-Io, Theorem 2.3.15]) that S'p is a DVR. 
Remark that for every height one prime ideal p , p £ S ' — p . We have that /p = 
c G S'p and moreover, since S'p is a DVR, we obtain that a0Jp1lpn~1 — d G S'p (note 
that 6% 1 =p-c leads to u(oro) > v(p1/pn~1)). 
It follows that a0/p1/pn i lives in the intersection of the localizations of S" at every 
height one prime ideal. Since S' is an integral closed noetherian domain we have that 
H p M p ) = 1 S'p = S' ([Ma, 2, Theorem 38]) or [Ha, Proposition 6.3 A]). Consequently, 
a0/p1 /p"_1 G S'. 
Let fa be the image of a0/p1^"-1 in S/pS so a0 = p1^"'1 Po jn S/pS. Moreover, 
define P := ( f t , 0, 0) G W n { S / p S ) . 
Note that pn • 0 = (p1/pn~\0,...,0) • (ft,. . . ,0) = (a0,0,...,0) and that p • P = 
(0,1,0,...,0) • (ft ,0,. . . ,0) = FV((ft ,0, . . . ,0)) = (0,^,0, . . . ,0) , where F is the Frobe-
nius map (see [Se, Chapter 2, § 6]). We have that: 
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A-Z„P = a-(pn-p)p = a-pnp + pl3 = 
= (a0, au..., aB_!) - (a„, 0 , 0 ) + (0, ft, 0,.. , 0) € V(Wn(S/pS)). 
That is, there exists 7 e W„_i{S/pS) such that a - = ¥(7). We then have 
c „ ( V ( 7 ) ) = c„(a - = 0 (for this, recall that Cn(a) — c„(£n) = 0). Moreover, since 
en(V(7)) = t!){cn-1(7)) where by tpn one denotes the isomorphism ipn : S/pn~1S = 
pS/pnS, we obtain that c„_ 1(7) = 0. By using now the induction hypothesis, there is 
a<5e W„_i(5'/p5') such that 7 = 
Write now 8 — (80,..., <$„_2). We use now the following property of the multipli-
cation of Witt vectors: (r, 0, ...,0,...) • (a0,ai, ...,a„,...) = (rao,rpai, ...,rp"an,...) (see 
[Se, Chapter 2, § 6]) and obtain: 
£„-!<5 = (pW2,0,..., 0) • (50, Su..., 8n„2) -p-5 = 
= ip1/pn~250,p1^-381,...,p5n.2) -p- 8 
hence V(^8) = (0,pVpn-280,pW38u ...,p5n-2) - \(pS) (1) 
Moreover, 
£N • V(«J) = • (0, So, 6x,..., 5N_2) = • ( 0 , 8 n - 2 ) - pV(8) = 
= (p1^-1,0,0) • ( 0 , ( J o , 5 „ - 2 ) " p V ( 8 ) = 
= (0 ,p1/p"-280,pVpn-381,...,p8n-2)-pV(8) (2) 
Now, since ¥ is additive, (1) and (2) lead to: ¥(£n_i<5) = £nV(5) and one further 
obtains that: 
a = te-+ ¥ ( 7 ) = t n f i + n S n - 1 8 ) = M + £ „ ¥ ( < * ) = U P + V ( < 5 ) ) 
and so £„ generates the kernel of c„, the claim being proved. 
• 
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Theorem 4.0.10. There exists a unique continuous sheaf Amax on X-g of A^-algebras 
such that for every small affine U = Spec(Ru) of Xet we have a canonical isomorphism 
as A^axiRu)-algebras: Amax{Ru) — Amax(Ru). Here the algebra Amax(Ru) is the one 
defined in [Bri 2, Definition 2.3.3]. 
Proof. Let us fix a small affine U = Spec(ifo) and a choice of Ru. Let us now fix n > 0 
and let us recall that we defined at the beginning of this section a certain category 
Uxn. Fix Ti,T2, ...,Td parameters of Ru let us recall that we have chosen for every 
1 < i < d a compatible family of p-power roots )£L0 and also a compatible family 
of p-power roots on 1, e := With these choices let us recall that we have 
defined the elements X> := 1 ® Ti - ?i <g> 1 € WX n ^(V, W) for any (V, W) in % n . 
We define the presheaf Au,n on n by 
(V, W) —> A/,n(V, W) Wx>n^(V, W)[Y0, Yu Y2,..., Yd]/(pY0 - £n,pYi -
for (V,W) in i l n . If we denote by y[n\y2n\ the images of Yi,Y2,...,Yd in 
A/,n(V, W), let us remark that A ^ J V , W) C A/,„(V, W) and moreover we have 
Au,n(V, W) = A ^ ^ W ) ^ , . . . , ^ ] . In fact Au,n{V, W) is a free A ^ V , W)-
module with basis the monomials in ..., y^d \ therefore the presheaf Au,n is in 
fact a sheaf on 
Let us first remark that we have a natural morphism of (9tf-algebras: RQ := 
—> Av,n(V;>V) given by Tf —• f{ ® 1 + for 1 < i < d. 
We remark that as Tj is a unit in W„ ((D^/pOx) (V, W) and as Xi = pyi in Au,n 
and therefore nilpotent in that ring, it follows that Tt ® 1 + X{ £ A/,n(V, W)x and so 
the definition makes sense. 
We extend the morphism 9n : A^a x n | i l_n —> {OxfpnOx)\u-Rn to a morphism 
9u,n : Au,n (Ox/pnOx) | % n by sending y\n) to 0, for all 1 < i < d. 
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For each (V, W) in U^ n we have a diagram of rings and ring homomorphisms 
t t 
Ro —^ i?v 
Let us recall that ^ ( V , W) = A j ^ V , W ) ^ , = {0X-/p0X-){V,W)[y^,.. 
and so the morphism Rv —> Au, 1 in the diagram is the natural one. With this 
definition the diagram is commutative and moreover Ker(/n>1) is a torsion ideal of 
Af,n(V, W). As Rv is etale over Ro, there is a unique iVmorphism 
Rv—>A/,N(V,W), 
making the two triangles commute and so we obtain a morphism of sheaves on i% r a , 
hu,n • > Au,n-
Now let us denote by the full subcategory of Xjr consisting of pairs (V, W) such 
that the map V —> X factors through U. We endow with the topology induced 
from X and consider as a sub-topology of it. Our construction proceeds in several 
steps, as follows: 
S tep 1 The sheaf Au,n on n extends uniquely to a sheaf which we denote Amax>u>n 
on the whole of il^-. 
For this let us fix an etale open V of Xet such that the structure map V —> X 
factors through U and let Vfet (respectively V£et) denote the sub-site of consisting 
of pairs (V, W) (respectively consisting of pairs (V, W) such that the structure map 
W —>V factors through Spf(Rv,n)®oKK. We recall that Rv,n = Rv[Cn, T}/pn,..., r j / p " ] 
To prove the claim it would be enough to prove that the restriction of Au,n to V£et 
extends uniquely to Vfet, for all V as above. Let A v := 7rfg(V^, ??), and by A„ its open 
subgroup of elements which fix Rv,n-
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We have the following natural diagram of categories and functors: 
Sh(Vfet) ^ Sh(Vf) 
]r 4- f-'Ti 
Rep(Av) Rep(An) 
where C and Cn are the localization functors: if T is a sheaf on Vfet, respectively 
on V*et, then C{T) := T{RV), respectively Cn(T) := T(RV). Therefore we have 
Cn(Rjes(F)) = Res(£(jF)) and so the diagram is commutative. Both £ and Cn are 
equivalences of categories, therefore in order to prove that Au,n (seen as sheaf on 
V£et) extends uniquely to a sheaf on Vfet it is enough to show that the A„-action on 
Av,n '•= £n{>Au,n) extends uniquely to a Ay-action. 
Let us remark that A ^ j E y ) ^ , . . . , = 4Lx ,n (Rv)[y i , - , yd] , where until the 
end of this chapter we denoted yl := yjn\ 1 < i < d. As n(-Ry) has a canonical 
action of Ay, we only need to define the action on 1 < i < d. For this let us denote 
by Cj : A v —> 1>v the cocycle defined by: if a G Ay 
°((T}/pm)%= o) = (Tl/pm)%= 
Let us remark that after we fixed the choices of p-power roots of Ti and of 1, the 
cocycles q are uniquely determined for every 1 < i < d. Let us denote for every such i 
and every a G Ay by el{a) G ^ 4max,n the image under the natural map ylmax —> v4max>n 
of the element 
(1 - [ e f ^ ) / p G ,4max. 
Then, for every cr G Ay, we define 
<7(j/i) !/» + ei(a)Ti ® 1 G Av>n. 
By the definition above, Av,n is now a representation of Ay and so let us de-
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note by AmaX)ii)n the unique sheaf on 1% such that for every V as above we have 
natural isomorphisms as Ay-representations AmaX(u)n(.Ry) = Av>n. It follows that 
Amax^I.n | l i F n = -Au,n-
Step 2 extension of the morphisms hu,n and 9u,n 
We'd like to show that hu,n • —> Au,n and 9u,n • Au,n —> 
(OxT/pnOxY)\a^n extend uniquely to morphisms of sheaves hu : Wn(0Xw/p0Xw)\n^ -
Amax4i;n and respectively 0u,n • AmaX)uin —> {Oxw/pnOx-K)\u ir 
a) The extension of hu,n- As the natural inclusion Wn(0£_/pC>x_) —> A^ax n is 
in fact defined over all 3%, it is enough to show that the natural morphism induced 
by hu,n, O x \ — > A/,n extends to the whole of Let us fix V as above, then 
it is enough to show that the map induced by hu,n, Rv —• Av,n is Ay-invariant. 
But this map is completely determined by the map Ro —> AytTl. In the end we 
have to prove that the images of Ti: 1 < i < d, are Ay-invariant. Let us recall, 
hu,n(Ti) = Ti®l + Xi = Ti®l+pyi. Therefore, 
o(hu,n(Ti)) = ® 1 + MVi) = [e\Ci{a)fi ® 1 + p{ei(o)fi ® 1 + Vi) = 
= [eyxWfi ® 1 + (1 - [e^Ti ®1 + Xi = hu,n{Ti). 
b) The extension of 0u,n-
Following the same line of arguments as above, after fixing a small affine V, we need 
to prove that the map induced by 9y>n, Ay>n —> {Ox^/pnOx^){Rv) is Ay-equivariant. 
It is then enough to look at the images of f/j, 1 < i < d. Let us choose such an i and 
let o G Ay. We have 
= OuAVi + ei(°)Ti ® 1) = foAVi) + OuAei(°))hATi ® !) = TMaio)). 
Now ei(cr) G AmaX)„ and we have (1 - [ e j ^ ^ / p = ai(o){(/p) in Amax, with a^a) G Afn{, 
we have that et(er) = bi(o)8n, where bi(o) G Wn is the image of Oi(cr) and 8n G 4^max,n 
is the image of Y0. Therefore 9n(ei(o)) = 9n(bi(a))0n(Sn) = 0 and so 9u,n{&{yi)) = 0 = 
v(0u,n(yi))-
Now let us remark that for every n > 0, we have natural morphisms of sheaves 
Amax>u,n+i —• Amax>il>n induced by the natural morphism A j ^ + j u —• A^ax n|ix, 
which make the family AmaXjil := {Amax>u)n}n>o into a projective system of torsion 
sheaves, i.e. a continuous sheaf. Moreover, the family of maps {hu,n}n>o induces 
a morphism of continuous sheaves HU : O^ —Y Amax>u and the family {9U,n}n>o 
induces a morphism of continuous sheaves Ou : Amax>u —> Oy—. Here we have de-
noted by Oy the continuous sheaf {OU/PNOU}N>o and Ou— is the continuous sheaf 
{(0X-/p«0X-) |%}„>o-
Step 3. Gluing of ArnaX)U_n. 
We choose a covering {Uj}j of X by small affines. For each j, we have defined 
unique continuous sheaves Amax^ on il -^. By the uniqueness, these sheaves glue 
to give a unique continuous sheaf Amax on together with morphisms of sheaves 
h : Afnf —• Amax, A^ax —> Amax and 9 : Amax —• 6X-, such for every -j, their 
restrictions to iX^ are the ones defined above. 
• 
The continuous sheaf Amax constructed above have nice properties which we sum-
marize in the following 
Theorem 4.0.11. Let us fix n> 1. 
1) The sheaf Amax has a decreasing filtration by sheaves of ideals FirAmax := 
(.Ker(9))n, for all r > 0. 
2) There is a unique connection V := {Vn}n>0 : Amax —> Amax ^x/oK s u c ^ 
that 
a ) VUSax = 0 
b) for every n > 0 and every small affine U of X with parameters T\, T2,..., Td 
and for every pair (V, W) in , if we denote as before the elements y2, •••, Vd £ 
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Amax,„(V, W), then Vn{yi) = 1 ® dTi 6 Amax,n(V, W) ®Rv QxRv/0k. 
The connection described at 2) has the property that it is integrable and A^ax = 
(Amax) • 
4) We have V(FilrAmax) C Fil r_1Amax <S>0 - for every r > 1, i.e. V satisfies X A / C//F 
f/ie Griffith transversality property with respect to the respective filtration. 
Proof. Let us first remark that the properties 2) a) and b) define a unique connection 
on the restrictions of the sheaf AmaX)„ to i % n . We'd like to show that it extends 
uniquely to a connection on the whole of For this it would be enough to show 
that if we fix an affine open V of Xe t such that the structure map V —> X factors 
through U, the connection Vn : Au,n —> AUjn ®Rv ^Rv/Ok induced by Vn is A v -
equivariant. It is enough to check the elements yiy 1 < i < d. Let a 6 Ay. Then 
on the one hand we have a(Vn(?/;)) = a( 1 <g> dTi) = 1 ® dTi. On the other hand 
V„(a(yj)) = V(t/j + ei(<j)fi 0 l ) = V(yj) = 1 ® dTi, which shows that indeed V n is 
Ay-equivariant. 
Properties 3), 4) are local therefore it is enough to verify them on the restriction 
AU,N of Amax>n to and in that case AU,N is a free A^lu-^-module with basis 






We suspect that the sheaves Amax and A^ax can be defined for the case when K 
is ramified over Qp and we would like to extend our theory from chapters 3 & 4 and 
to prove "localization over small affines"-equivalent theorems for this general case. 
Concretely, we expect that the localizations and Amax (Ru) are respectively 
isomorphic to the rings A^^Ru) and Amax(Ru) for a "small" affine U = Spec (Ru)-
Let X be a smooth proper scheme over OK with geometrically connected fibers. 
Let us now introduce the natural functors u : X —> X^ and v : Xet —» X defined as 
follows: 
u(U,W) = W and v(U) = (U,UK) respectively. 
One further defines the morphisms 
ut : Sh(Xf) Sh(X) and vt : Sh(3t) Sh(Xef) analogous to the push-forward 
in the following way: ut(h)(U, W) = L(W) and v,(F)(U) = T(U,UK) respectively, 
where L is a sheaf on and T a sheaf on X. A 
Denote now by L a locally constant Qp-sheaf on X^ which we view via base change 
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to and then applying u, as a sheaf on X. We would like to construct a functor 
named B ^ which makes a (Riemann-Hilbert) correspondence between the category of 
locally constant sheaves on X% and the category of sheaves of OxK-modules endowed 
with an integrable connection, a filtration and a Frobenius endomorphism on X, where 
by X we mean the completion of X along the special fiber Xk. We define this functor 
by: 
D£„(L) = ^(L<g>Amax)G*. 
We then make the following: 
Conjecture: D^rax(L) = D^S(L) as sheaves of 0Xk -modules on X%, 
where the sheaf D^S(L) was defined by F. Andreatta and A. Iovita in [All] by 
setting = vt (L <g> Acns)0* and A^s is a sheaf on X also constructed in [All]. 
We hope that this conjecture is true since the functor DCIjs defined in the second 
chapter (see Definition 2.3.8) doesn't loose any information if one replaces the ring 
Bmax with Bcris. Concretely, if V is a p-adic representation of GK then 
(V ®Qp Bm2lX)GK (V ®Qp BCTis)G« = Dclis(V) 
as filtered modules (see Theorem 2.3.13 (Colmez)). 
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